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- Preface 

This midtenn evaluation of the Costa Rica Financial Services Project (number 5 15-0247) was prepared 
during a 2-week visit to Costa Rica and in the consultants' home offices during September and October 
1994. The evaluation team, fielded by Nathan Associates Inc. and AG International Consulting - 

Corporation under the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) Trade and Investment Project, consisted of - 

phiaip W. Roulk, economic policy analyst and team leader, Gustavo A. Gdmez, credit union specialist; - 
- and Hilario A. Hooker, microenterprise specialist. The terms of reference for this evaluation are given 
- in Appendix A, and a list of interviewees appears in Appendix B. - 
- - The team is grateful for the support received from USAIDlCosta Rica project management, project 

implementing organizations, contractors, and counterparts, as well as other parties contacted during the 
- 

course of the evaluation. 



bxecutive Summary 

The Costa Rica Financial S e ~ c e s  Project (FSP) was approved in June 1990 to "create an institutional 
environment that fosters secure, efficient financial intermediaries serving small- and medium-scale 
savers and borrowers, the project clientele." Project components included 

Policy analysis and reform at the macroeconomic level to ensun a policy environment . 
favorable to the expansion of financial services 
Prudential supervision at the regulatory level to strengthen supervision of financial institutions 
Financial management and innovation at the level of individual intcxmediaries to demonstrate 
a range of financial innovations to improve services to project clientele. 

The FSP was to be implemented over 5 years, building on private b&g but including the 
integration of financial cooperatives (credit unions) into the m a h r e a ~  of financial markets. 

Delays in negotiating a workable grant agreement with the Government of Costa Rica (GOCR) 
caused the start of project implementation to be delayed until mid-1991 and a significant level of work 
output to be delayed until late 1991 and early 1992. For practical purposes, therefore, this midterm 
evaluation is being prepared at roughly the end of the third year of project implementation. 

The main GOCR counterpart is the Central Bank of Costa Rica (BCCR), which chairs a Project 
Governing Committee that is the main executive body directing project implementation. Technical 
assistance contractors include Ohio State University's (OSU) Financial Resources Management 
(FIRM) Project and the Academia de Centroamkrica (Academia), which have been responsible for the 
components on policy analysis and reform and financial management and innovation. The prudential 
supervision component, which was formally modified fiom the original project paper design to increase 
emphasis on the strmgthening and supervision of credit unions, was implemented primarily thou& a 
technical assistance contract with the World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU). 

Principal findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the evaluation team are presented below 
for each of the FSP's major components. 

POLICY ANALYSIS AND REFORM 
Outputs of this component have included directed research, technical assistance, policy advice, 
training, and dissemination through the publication of books, technical articles, and editorials as well as 
through seminars, conferences, and study tours. 

Productivity has been hish and outputs have been of a generally excellent professional quality. ' 

Subject matter of publications has been predominantly consistent with project objectives, and the 
techxial complexity, format, and style of the publications have varied in accordance with the multiple 
target audiences selected. These publications have, in our view, been effective in reaching a wide range 
of audiences, including leaders in the executive and legislative branches of government, business and 
financial sector executives, policy analysts and researchers, and the public at large. 



The bulk of advisory and technical assistance efforts to date have been directed at (1) supporting 
GOCR efforts at policy development and tinancia1 sector managemtnt and (2) supporting GOCR 
efforts in the arc3 of legislative reform. 

Substantial success was achieved in improving the policy and repulatory environment for financial 
sector performance during 1992 and 1993, primarily through assistance to the GOCR in developing 
policy and regulatory changes implemented through Centd Bank adminisaative actions. Significant 
progress on the legislative fiont was also achieved. A new draft Central Bank Law was prepared with 
project assistance; however, although the draft law was reported out by a special legislative= committee 
of the National Assembly, final passage of the new law was stymied by the electoral process and the 
change in nnmlnl.ctra . . tion in May 1994. 

Contents of the draft Central Bank Law include important provisions for greater autonomy and 
stability in the Central Bank board, restrictions on the ability of the Centrai Bank to directly manage 
credit, and the long-awaited legal sanctioning of private banks' ability to offer demand deposh and 
checking to the public. In general, the draft law represents an important improvement over the cment 
Central Bank Law, though certain provisions could, if adopted, potentially lead back to the same kind 
of distortions that legislative reformers started out to eliminate in the first place.' If the opportunity 
arises, FSP resources could be productively applied in assisting a future legislative commission to 
reexamine certain remaining deficiencies in the draft law such as these. 

Prospects for passage of the draft Central Bank law by the new assembly without revisions are 
practically nil. Indad, the new government has yet to make explicit a legislative or policy program for 
the financial sector, and it is difficult to predict how much priority will be given to these issues or how 
soon action will be taken. Several factors codd make it necessary for the government to take prompt 
action on financial sector legislation, however. These include 

The bad press, public uncertainty, and potential political risks generated by the recent 
spectacular failure of the stateswned Banco Anglo-Costanicense 
The new government's possible interest in acting on financial sector reform in the context of 
finalizing negotiations with the World Bank and D B  for a third structural adjustment loan . 
(PAE 111) 
The opportunities for expedited action prescuted by the existence of two well-advanced 
financial s x m  le@slative proposals.' 

The FSP enjoys good relations with the new Central Bank leadership, which has expressed its 
interest in continuing FSP's involvement in supporting legislative reforms for the financial sector, 
including seeking passage of a new Cenaal Bank law. This constructive relationship, added to the 
factors mentioned earlier, make it important for the FSP to maintain the capability to respond to the 
Centnl Bank's and a new legislative commission's wssible urgent analytical needs if legislative 
reforms do, in fact, receive high priority fmm the new government in the near term. Much of the 
Academia's proposed activities for FSP Phase 11, currently under discussion with Mission project 
management, is designed to position the Academia and the project in a way that will make possible a 

- 

'For example, such provisions would permit the Central Bank to (I)  directly fix intermediation margins as a 
new instrument to be used in lieu of Rxhg deposit or lending mes or (2) arternpt to directly enforce a global 
ceiling on domestic credit, if only temporarily. 

'~hese  are (1) the already-mentioned drafr Cennal Bank Law and (2) another important piece of draft 
legislation reponed out by the Economic Affairs Commission of the last assembly dealing with complementary 
pension funds. 



rapid response to GOCR legislative priorities. This capability should be maintained for the FSP, along 
the general lines proposed to the Mission by the Academia - 

Additional r&o&es should, in our vi&, be concentrated on an area where the project has had 
more limited success to date: public dissemination. The public at large, in addition to opinion-makers 
and decision-makers, needs to be better informed regarding the economic, financial, and technical 
dimensions of the debate surrounding financial sector reform. Better understanding of the long-tmq 
implications of financial sector efficiency for the countq's internal stability and external 
competitiveness needs to be generated, and the extent to which such understanding is generated may, 
at a time when political leadership appears to be lacking a clear vision, heavily influence the legislative 
and policy directions that are ultimately chosen. 

For these reasons, it is recommended that the FSP significantly strengthen its public dissemination 
program during the remaining life of the project This evaluation contains an outline proposal 
recommending that the FSP devote a significant portion of resources ranaining to supporting the 
establishment of a permanent "forum" for the promotion of financial sector development in Costa Rica 
The main idea would be to mobilize the energies and resources of existing Costa Rican institutions that 
have a permanent interest in fimcial sector development, providing than with a vehicle for focusing 
attention and organizing regular and systematic analysis and dissemination efforts aimed at continually 
improving the capabilities of this central component of the Costa Rican economy. 

CREDIT UNION SUPERVISION AND SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
The project has made reasonable progress in strmgthening the institutional Gramework of the credit 
union movement, and important activities have been completed toward the achievement of the project 
objectives. 

Fcdecridito, the: key implementing agency, is the parent company of a diverse group of financial 
services entities or subsidivies made up of a bank, an off-shore bank, a brokerage agency, a fund 
management facility, and a housing finance company. 

Fedecrldito has dm3nmted  outstanding leadership in organizing and implementing new financial 
entities, and has been enhancing its capability to deliver usem technical assistance services for its 
member credit unions. Fedecridito's staff is composed of a highly committed group of young profes- 
sionals with an average professional experience of between 4 and 7 years. We believe that monies 
spent on training these personnel to develop their potential and technicd skills are a good investment. 

Tangible project results on the credit unions' financial intermediation tficiency have not yet been 
demonstrated However, there has been some progress in improving the financial solvency of credit' 
unions. There is also a consensus that the project has helped to improve public confidence in the credit 
union system. Membership has increased and saving deposits have expanded in real terms. 

The most important achievements generated with project support arc as follows3: 

Enactment of the law that reddates financial intennediation activities 
Provision of usel l  training through study tours and courses implemented in Costa Rica 
Establishment and startup of the central liquidity facility 
Improvement in policies and managerial systems designed as a stepping stone in the process of 
ensuring the credit miom' solvcocy a d  ions-tern viability 
Improvement among credit unions facing extremely serious financial problems: out of 13, at 
least 8 have improved their situation and are now considerid financially viable entities 

3The movementwide infoimation system has not yet been designed. 



Development of standard norms for credit operations, including portfolio classification and 
provision for bad loans; these nomu have been implemented in four credit unions. 

The most important conclusions derived h m  our findings are summarized as follows: 

Fedmidito's concept of expanding the range of financial services available to credit unions is 
sound as long as  the financial services established an redly needed and the subsidiaries can' 
operate profitably. Profits h m  the subsidiaries are the only certain source of funding to finance 
the credit unions' technical assistance needs. 

High-level decisicra-making authority and oversight functions are concmtrated across the 
overall Fedecrldito system. This situation might not be healthy for the system. We believe 
there is a need for at least some self-regulation to avoid the risks of concentratioll of authority. 

The credit unions' institutional debt over thc loan portfolio of 40 percent is high under the 
current circumstances. There is a need to atablish some guidelines and self-regulation 
regarding both debt in local Costa Rican currency and foreign currency. 

There is a need for prudential regulation and supervision measures aimed at reducing the 
potential risks derived firom concentration of net debtors on the boards of credit unions. 
Innovative prudential regulation should also be established to ensure that credit uniom b c t i o n  
with an adequate base of permanent capital. 

Although the project's intended final outputs are far h m  being achieved, the implementation 
activities canied out so far are consistent with the objectives and outputs established in thc 
project design and agreements. The overall implementation progress achieved so far is 
satisfactory, especially in mRnaSement trainisg. 

The partial outputs achieved so far in the area of prudential supervision should be useful for 
implementing AUDICOOP's prudential supervision mandate. PJTXCOOP has already 
performed h c i a  and operational auditing and inspections of a few credit unions. Intermedi- 
ate project outputs have been generated toward the goal of financial stability and long-term 
viability of credit unions, particularly the implementation of the central liquidity facility. New 
methods and procedures have been designed to standardized financial planning, control, and 
reporting as well as some aspects of credit systems. WOCCU's technical assistance and 
training services have been useful in designing and developing these improvements. 

There is need to improve project planning and monitoring, as well as to monitor the credit 
unions' implementation of new or improved systems designed for their use. A computerized 
system should be used to monitor technical assistance for credit unions. 

During the rest of the life of the project, the most important objectives for the credit unions are to 
(1) protect and strengthen the credit unions' financial solvency and (2) complete the implementation of 
standard polices, norms, and operating systems to improve management effectiveness and to control 
adherence to prudential regulation. Fedecridito's highest support priorities for the credit unions rk;:; : 
include - 

Developing innovaive saving mobilimtion products md mkcthg strategies 
Improving financial and credit policies 
Implementing standard prudential norms and operational and internal control systems to 
strengthen managerial efficacy and improve accountability - 

Deve!oping coordination anangemem between ALDICOOP and AGEF. 



In addition, the project should carry out several studies related to various important issues that demand 
attention in the short run. 

The most important project objectives regarding Fedecridito's owned entities should be (1) to 
develop the Caja Central's technical capabilities to provide new saving mobilization scrvices to credit 
unions and to manage h d s  established to meet various investor needs, such as special retirement 
accounts; and (2) to improve Fedecrldito's technical assistance planning and monitoring and ouueach 
capability to expedite the credit unions' implementation of standard management systems and 
prudential regulation n o m .  

In addition, Fedecrtdito's proposed electronic communication network is an important innovation 
that should receive project support even if it is not possible to complete its implementation during tte 
rest of the life of the project. 

Fedmidito's technical assistance approach for credit unions for the duration of the project should 
aim at maximizing the number of credit unions that achieve cemin minimum financial and institutio.na1 
capability standards and that adhere to prudential regulations established by AGEG and self-regulation 
norms. The first step is to determine what these standards should be and then to estimate how much 
technical assistance will be required We believe that in a period of 1 year all of the credit unions 
should meet the institutional capability standards and at least 50 percent of them should meet the 
financial standards. It will be necessary to hire locd consultants to increase the intensity and pace of 
technical assistance for credit unions. 

Project assistance is necessary to strengthen the Caja Central and to design and implement the 
movementwide data system. Project assistance is also required for various special stl;dies. 

We recommend extending the project completion date through December 3 1,1995. We believe 
that the amount of $2.7 million of project funding programmed for Fedecridito should be sufficient to 
implement the technical support activities recommended in this evaluation. Much of the potential 
benefit of technical assistance activities carried out so far will not be realized without additional time 
and funding. 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION 
The project design did not establish any specific sequencc for the implementation of the two broad 
outputs of this component, namely, institutionaI strengthening and innovations. On the implementation 
phase, OSU, the project coatractor, after evaluating the institutional weaknesses of the PVOs to be 
assisted, considered it essential to focus the initial efforts of the project on strengthening ACORDE, 
FNCA, and Avance in such areas as management capabilities, strategic plans, internal procedures and 
controls, and portfolio management, before concentrating on innovations. 

As a consequence of this strategy, a significant amount of the outputs reported in this evaluation 
correspond to activities of technical assistance and training, with a lesser amount of results in 
innovation. 

Technical assistance was provided to ACORDE, FINCA, Avance, Banco Nacional de Costa Rica, 
and Banco Popular. Significant achievements were noted at ACORDE and FNCA and encouraging 
findings at Banco Nacional and Banco Popular. 

A project extension through December 3 1, 1995, for the microenterprise component is 
recommended. As activities for the second phase of this component, we suggest that ACOaDE should 
h i t  its technical assistance to a reduced number of PVOs (i.e., three or four) that have shown 
wilihgness to follow ACORDE's technical recommendations and also have some possibility of 
becoming self-sufficient in the next 3 or 4 years. For that purpose ACORDE should increase its current 
staff with a supervisor who periodically would visit these organizations to provide pidance on these 
matters. 



We recommend strengthening FINCA's management mture with a hi&-ranking professional to 
whom the executive director can delegate part of his considmble work load. We suggest financing 
such a professional with project resources for at least one yw .  It is also suggested that FINCA should 
initiate efforts to diversifj. its portfolio by opening urban village banks, which would allow income 
increases and operational costs reductions. 

Because of Avarice's poor results and lack of compliance to recommendations, vie a w e  with the 
Academia that no fiuthcr assistance should be provided to that organization. 

In the case of Banco Nacional, we support the decision that the Academia should continue working 
with this institution on the design of a specialized branch for small businesses and f m e r s  as a pilot 
project, applying innovative approaches to provide new financial s e ~ c c s  to small and 
micmbusinesses. We also recommend investigations on the characteristics of small and microenterprise 
customers financed under the bank's personal loans and credit card programs, in order to determine (1) 
the degree of bank participation in the small business market through these programs and (2) the 
reasons why customers arc willing to pay market interest rates instead of demanding loans through the 
institution-subsidized small business/farmers program. 

Assistance to create a second-story lending window for PVOs providing credits for small and 
microenterprises is recommended for Banco Popular. In addition, if the financial r e fom presented to 
the Costa Rican Congress are approved, the bank would become a private institution subject to reserve 
requirements and taxes-in which case the bank would require certain assistance to determine its 
credit and interest rate policies. This task will probably require more time than available to the project, 
but the initial studies and design could be carried out. 

In addition to the activities mentioned above, we recommend that the Academia should continue 
policy dialogue at the political level and with Banco Nacional and Banco Popular on the importance of 
eliminating subsidized interest rates in these institutions' small business programs. We also suggest that 
a wider dissemination of Academia and OSU research and findings on small and microenterprise 
services be provided to the Costa Rican public through five additional seminars. 



1. Project Background 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL SECTOR CONDITIONS IN 1990 

The Financial Services Project (FSP) was developed in the context of a particular set of 
conditio11~--0pportunities and constraints--that were perceived by the USAID Mission as key 
determinants of hture fhancial sector development and of the likelihood of achieving the project's goal, 
defined as "access to a full range of financial services by Costa Rican households, small businesses, 
and farmers in order to stimulate savings, investment, and economic growth." As the project's 
developers state in the FSP project paper, 

the key elements of a sound financial systcm are in place in Costa Rica, with a broad range of financial 
and supporting institutions. This system has the potential to meet the net& of large and small clients 
and provide financial intermediation for the growth of production and incomes, but it MCIS from a 
range of difficulties .... Barriers to efftctive financial services for the project clientele exist within the 
macroeconomic and regulatory environment as well as at the level of individual institutions. 

The macroeconomic enviroument, according to the FSP project paper, was "characterized by a 
large external debt and continuing uncertainty regarding inflation and exchange rates, leading to 
reduced investor and saver confidence." Further, "the capability of existing regulatory institutions has 
proven insufficient for prudential supervision of the expanding and diversifying banking sector." Four 
major policy areas were identified as affecting the continued liberalization of financial markets: 

Selection of instruments by the Cenbral Bank for control of the money supply 
The high level of passive [deposit] interest rates, the result principally of financing of the 
GOCR budget deficit 
Access by regulated intermediaries to a lender of last resort 
Evenhanded prudential supe~s ion  for banks, finance companies, and financial cooperatives. 

Costa Rica was able to reduce its total external debt by about 20 percent in 1990 as a result of a 
successful debt reduction agreement with commercial bank creditors. However, a growing public 
sector deficit and accelerating inflation were raising fears of a possible recurrence of the severe 
instability that had taken hold of the Costa Rican economy in 198 1-1 982 and again, somewhat less 

- seriously, in 1987. Both prior instances of accelerating inflation and rapid depreciation of the ~01611 had 
- 

devastated the country's financial sector institutions-public and p r i v a t ~  interest rates lagged + 
- 

behind inflation and as reduced loan recovery, in real terms, eroded the sector's capital base. 
- -- A.LD. played a key role during the 1980s in providing Costa Rica with the resources necessary to 

cushion the impacts of the stabilization programs required to keep Costa Rica fiom following the 
hyperinflationary course of other Latin American countries (Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, Brazil) during the 
decade. Between 1982 and 1990, A.I.D. had structured nine successive "Economic Stabilization and 
Recovery" (ESR) programs. Each waq harmonized with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 
conditioned on continued GOCR commitment to a series of policy actions aimed, fundamentally, at 
improving fiscal performance. stren-ghening the economy's international competitiveness, reducing 
indirect subsidies and direct government control of key prices in the economy, and eliminating 



distortions and resmctions constraining development ofthe private sector. Through these prognms 
A.I.D. had already, between 1952 and 1990, provilded over S900 million in mostly grant fhding to 
Costa Rica. During this period Costa Rica also embarked on a series of stand-by arrangements with the 
bfF arid received fiom the World Bank two sauctural adjustment loans (SAL) totaling $180 million. 

In significant measure these programs helped to make it possible for Costa R i a  to avoid the more I 

catastrophic economic and political disruptions experienced elsewhere in the hemisphere during the 
1980s. Financial collapse was averted; a hctionir~g, relatively participatory and stable democracy was 

( I 
preserve4 and the country was able to maintain both comparatively high living standards and a public I 

services delivery system that is highly extended, effective, and justly renowned 
The achievement of the abovc-mentioned fundamental objectives undoubtedly signifies the overall 

success of public policy during the 1980s in Costa Rica, including the extcrnal development assistance I 
policies that helped to make it possible. However, it is undoubtedly also true that overall success may, 
perversely, have retarded progress towards the implemtntation of reforms at the micro level. The very 
existence of (1) relatively abundant extcrnal resources to help cushion the impacts of earlier policy 1 
errors arid (2) a participatory democratic firamework for policy-making and policy implementation, 
undoubtedly made it easier for politically costly economic correctives to be deferred or avoided, and 
more difficult for profound structural changes to be implemented over the objections of those who . 
would be hurt by such changes. 

I 
Thus, although financial sector initiatives were an important component of A.I.D.'s ESR programs 

during the 1980s. as will be briefly descnied later, the pace of change had been relatively slow and 
perhaps h a t i n g .  The FSP project paper stated that "since 1982, A.I.D. [had] promoted private 

I 
financial intermediaries for the efficient provision of financial services and to create a competitive 
alternative to the stateswned banks." However, as of rnid-1989 the state banks continued to hold 79 I 
percent of formal sector assets. 

In something of a change of tactics, the FSP for the first time focused specific attention on the 
sector as a whole and shifted emphasis from credit and support to individual institutions, toward 
savings mobilization and intermediation, and to the policy and re~ la to ry  system that "underpins the 
health of the financial sector." 

STRUCTURE OF THE COSTA RlCAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM 
When the FSP was developed the Costa Rican financial system, in addition to the Central Bank,.' 
consisted of five types of institutions: 

Four state-owned banks, holding 79 percent of formal financial sector assets in 1989 
Nineteen private banks (including two cooperative banks) and 50 finance companies 
Cfinancieras) 
Finiincid cooperatives, including about 20 producer cooperatives with financial operations, 6 
savings and loans (mutualistas), and 84 credit unions 
Other formal institutions, primarily s~ateswned, such as the Social Security Institute, the 
National Insurance Institute (a state-owned insurance monopoly), the housing bank 
(BAVHVI), Banco Popular, and several governmental agricultural lenders 
Informal lenders, including PVOs, suppliers, and moneylenders. 

Not mentioned in the FSP project paper tire the offshore bank affiliates of Costa Rican private and 
public commercial banks, established be+@ting in the mid-1970s as a means of providing a broader 

'The Centnl Bank contained within it the scrni-autonomous Auditor General for F h c i a l  Entities (AGEF). 



range of international services to Costa Rican businesses, and already significant in size by the late 
1980s despite being wholly unregulated and largely undocumented. 

LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 
As noted by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in a document on its proposed investment 
senor and multisectoral credit loan, the Costa Rican financial system has been characterized by 

the coexistence of an excess of regulations that 'protect' the stateswned banks with a series of practices 
that the market has developed that permit the relatively fluid operation of a very large informal system, 
used by the private sector to d i z e  a wide range of financial activities, that for all pmctical purposes 
take place outside the control and supervision of the authoritie~.~ 

Under the direction of a central bank that is subject to an unusual degree of political control,6 the 
financial sector legal and regulatory h e w o r k  has until recently been slanted heavily in favor of the 
stateswned banks, created when the financial system as a whole was taken over by the government in 
1948. Despite the authorization of privatefinancieras and private banks in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, stateswned banks maintained a legally sanctioned monopoly in their ability to offer demand 
deposits and checking services, and passbook savings. Only state-owned banks could obtain short-term 
liquidity through borrowing at the Central Bank's rediscount window. This was significant because of 
the practice of charging an interest rate on rediscounted finds that was lower than prevailing deposit 
rates. Minimum capital requirements--and, it was alleged, arbitrary leverage limits-also 
discriminated against private financial institutions. 

Although tbe Cenaal Bank's administrative practices had been considerably liberalized by the time 
the FSP was being developed in 1990, legally the Central Bank reserved the right to impose a number 
of quantitative resmctions ranging from direct fixing of deposit and lending rates to the establishment 
of sectoral credit ceilings. These restrictions severely distorted the operations of the financial system, 
abetted inefficiency and corrupt practices, and reduced the efficacy of monetary policies. FSP 
objectives included the elimination by new legislation of such direct controls and quantitative 
restrictions on banking operations. 

Bank supervision had traditionally been conducted by the Audit Department of the Central Bank, 
which had defined its role primarily in terms of enforcing compliance with Central Bank quantitative 
restrictions and directives. While the Banking Sector Modernization Law of 1988 sought to increase 
the autonomy of bank supervisors by establishing the Auditona General de Entidades Financieras7 
(AGEF) as a decentralized agency of the Central Bank, AGEF continued to report to the Central Bank 
board of directors and achieved little autonomy in practice. The above-mentioned modernization law 
had broughtjinancierar under AGEF's purview, but failed to incorporate both financial cooperatives 
and an increasingly large number of sophisticated and unsophisticated "informal" operations. The 
maintenance of different re-eulatory powers and procedures for the intervention of stateswned banks as 
opposed to private banks andfinancierus hiis served to perpetuate a privileged position for the former. 

SCosra Rica: Programas Sectorial de Inversiones y Cridito Multisectorial, (CR-0032), Propuesta de 
fistarno, Inter-American Development Bank, Washington, D.C., November 1992. 

6Directors and management of the Central Bank continue to be named by each incoming administration. 
with no direct congressional review of nominees. 

7~uditor General for Financial Entities. 



PRIOR A.I.D. ACTIVITIES IN THE RNANClAL SECTOR 
As mentioned earlier, financial sector policy reforms figured prominently in the objectives and 
condkionaliry of nine successive Economic Stabilization and Recovery (ESR) programs funded by 
A.LD. betweeu 1982 and 1990. Emphasis was placed on such areas as the maintenance of positive reti 
rates of interest in the financial sector, the elimination of directed and subsidized lines of c d t ,  the 
substitution of direct credit and monetary controls by indirect instNmcnts (such as reserve 
requirements and open market operations), and the liberalization of the marketplace, ensuring equitable 
access and regulatory treatment for private sector financial institutions. Overall, considerable progress 
was achieved, though mostly via administrative measures rather than via new legislation that could 
provide more stability and permanence to the reforms adopted. In some areas, such as providing access 
to Central Bank rediscounts for private banks (a condition of ESR-11 in 1982), no headway was made 
despite repeated efforts over a period of years, and A.I.D. ultimately had to itself fimd a liquidity 
facility for private banks, operated in parallel to the Central Bank's rediscount window. 

In addition, thkoughout the 1980s, k1.D. made available significant amounts of local cumncy 
counterpart h d s  and local currency generations firom the PL-480 programs for fhding credit 
programs implemented primarily through private banks,jnancierar, and financial cooperatives. Ares 
of concentmtion included, among others, low-income housing, small enterprise, agriculture and agro- 
industry. An effort was made to ensure that credit was contracted and delivered at "market-compatible" 
interest rates. 

Finally, A.I.D. had also been directly involved in supporting individual financial sector projects and 
institutions during the 1980s. These efforts included 

An early loan to a private bank, BANEX, to fund the development of nontraditional export 
projects (1 982) 
Refinancing of COFISA, ajnanciera concentrated on industrial development finance (1 983) 
Funding to establish the Private Investment Corporation (PIC) (1984) 
Funding of a long-term credit program, the Agricultural and Industrial Reactivation Project, to 
be distributed to borrowers exclusively through qualifying private banks (1987). 

On the basis of experiences gathered over most of a decade, A.I.D. had by 1990 come to the 
realization that 

an environment favorable to expansion of services to small-scale clients cannot exist unless the 
environment is favorable to overall development of financial institutions. Absent such circumstances, 
assistance to institutions senring small-scale clients is not a sufficient condition for achieving 
sustainable improvements in services. Reflecting this strategy, the FSP emphasizes policy reform and a 
supervisory structure which suppons this refoms 

OTHER DONOR INlTlATlVES 
In the policy arena, the principal actors other than A.I.D. during the 1980s were the MI? and the World 
Bank. MF focxses primarily on short-term stabilization issues that are, nonetheless, crucial to the 
development and maintenance of a stable financial system. Thus, limitations on the growth of the 
public sector deficit and restrictions on its financing are crucial elements in maintaining price and 
interest rate stability, which are themselves fundamental to (1) the mobilization of deposits, (2) the 
maintenance of private sector demand for credit, and (3) the successful recovery of bank loans. 

SProjecr Paper, page I I. 



Avoiding excessive public sector borrowing reduces the risks of inflation or increased red interest 
rates, or both, arising fkom increased competition for available funds. IMF conditionality, reinforced by 
the conditions imposed by A.I.D. in its various ESR procerams, was crucial to maintaining the 
macroeconomic conditions that allowed the financial sector to continue to expand its s d c e s  
throughout the decade. 

The World Bank's Second Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL-II) also included banking sector 
reform among its objectives, and supported the adoption of the 1988 Banking Sector Modernization' 
Taw. Specific financial sector conditionality contained in the World Bank's structural adjustment 
pugram for Costa Rica included 

Action to allow private commercial banks to accept short-term deposits (investment 
certificates) of any maturity 
Implementation of a scheme to allow private finance companies access to the Central Bank as 
lender of last resort 
Development of an action plan to strengthen prudential supervision, and continuation of 
AGEF's modernization program 
Enactment of a law establishing AGEF oversight of credit cooperatives 
Preparation of a law to recognke Banco Popular and Banco Hipotecario de Vivienda 
(BANHVI) as financial intermediaries 
Preparation of draft legislation to demonopoke the insurance sector 
Maintenance of limits on subsidized credit and maintenance of supportive monetary and 
financial policies. 

These conditions in many cases echoed and reinforced A.I.D. policy initiatives of long standing, 
reflecting close coordination among donor agencies assisting the GOCR. Significant progress has been 
made on several fronts, although certain items continue to, require additional action. 

In the context of a variety of sectoral credit programs implemented through the Central Bank, both 
the World Bank and IDB were instrumental in addressing management problems and constraints of 
major institutions in the sector, particularly the state-owned commercial banks. 

In the area of small-scale lending, kLD.  programs implemented prior to 1990 with Fedecnidito 
and Banco de Cooperativas (BANCOOP) were complemented by assistance from the West German 
Confederation of Cooperatives (CONCAF), and by the Canadian DesJardins Fund. Both sets of 
activities were scheduled to continue during the FSP period, and FSP project design aimed at 
maximizing complementarity among the various activities is being planned for this area. 



2. Project Description 

OVERALL OBJECTIVES - 

The best overall summary of project objectives is can be found under "Summary Project Description" 
in the FSP project paper: 

The purpose of the project is to create an institutional environment that fosters secure, efficient financial 
intermediaries serving small- and medium-scale savers and borrowers, the project clientele. Project - 
components operate at the macroeconomic level to ensure a policy environment favorable to the - 

expansion of financial services, at the regulatory level to strengthen supervision of financial institutions, 
and at the level of individual intermediaries to demonstrate a range of financial innovations to irnprove 
services to the project clientele. 

MAIN COMPONENTS 
As originally designed, the 5-year FSP was to have had three principal components: 

- 

Policy analysis and reform to promote dialogue among decision makers in the government and - 
private sector on the interactions among macroeconomic policy, the financial sector, and the 
larger economy; 

- 

pidenrial  su~ervision to strengthen the institutions responsible for supervising financial 
institutions, and to improve the support they provide; and 
Financial management and i~novation to improve the management of financial institutions 
serving the project clientele and to test and demonstrate new approaches to savings 
mobilization, lending to small-scale clients, and other financial services. 

The FSP was to have been implemented by a Costa Rican nongovernmental organization (NGO) 
through a local currency grant. The policy analysis and reform component was to have been 
implemented by the NGO with technical assistance from Ohio State University (OSU) through a 
USAIDICosta Rica conmbution to the worldwide Financial Resources Management Project (FIRM). 
The prudential supervision component was to have been implemented by the NGO with technical 
assistance from Price Waterhouse, the A.LDJWashington contractor for the worldwide Financial 
Sector Dcveioprnent Project (FSDP). The financial management and innovation component was to 
have been carried out by the NGO with short-term technical assistance procured through FSDP. 

The original project cost estimate presented in the FSP project paper was $8.4 million, of which 
A.I.D. was to contribute S4.4 million as a grant to the GOCR, while the remaining $4.0 million was to 
be provided by the GOCR from an ESF-generated local currency Special Account. Estimated life-of- 
project costs by component are given in the following table: 

Comwnent Cost (90001 
Policy Analysis and Reform 5,041 
Prudential Supetvision 1,990 
Finanaal Innovation 1219 
Evaluation and Audits 150 

Total 8,400 



. As discussed in fimher detail in Chapter 3, a number of significant events dictated changes in the 
orig.mal project conception and design. 

First, project activation was delayed by p t  negotiations with the GOCR and contracting 
requirements until the latter half of 199 1. 

Second, A.I.D. management has determined that, in recognition of Costa Rica's graduation to 
"advanced developing country" status and pressing budget constraints, the USAlD Mission to Costa 
Rica will be closed in September 1996. Given the time required to close down projects in an orderly 
manner, this will make it impossible for the FSP to function as an A.I.D. project for the full five yeas 
originally intended. This, of course, neds  to be considered in evaluating the projects potential to fdly 
achieve all original project objectives. 

Third, a significant design change was made for the second component of the project, prudential 
supervision, to take into account the GOCR's decision to undertake a long-term IDB-kded technical 
assistance project for the AGEF during the FSP project period. The prudential supe~s ion  component 
originally had two main emphases: (1) technical assistance and automation at the AGEF to enhance its 
supervision capabilities in general, and (2) the establishment of a formal supervision system at AGEF 
specifically for financial cooperatives. After the GOCR decision, the component was redesigned to 
focus almost exclusively on issues pertaining to strengthening the financial management and 
supervision of financial cooperatives. Startup of this compoaent was delayed until July 1992. Rather 
than procuring technical assistance h r n  the Washington-based Financial Sector Development Project, 
technical assistance for Fedecredito, its member cooperatives, and AGEF was contracted with the ' 

World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU). 
Finally, it should be noted that GOCR counterpart funds have not been available as planned, and 

that the USAID Mission has increased its obligations to a cumulative $5.35 million as of the last grant 
agreement amendment, dated March 1994.9 Overall funding for the project will be reduced, however, 
to an estimated S6 million in total, rather than the 38.4 million envisaged when the project was 
ori,&ally designed. 

To reflect some of the above early-stage design changes, the Mission prepared an amended 
logfbme, dated April 199 1, for the FSP (see Appendix C). This reflects, primarily, the much increased 
emphasis being placed on the development of the credit unions and of a hctioning credit union 
prudential supervision system. This amended l o g h e  is the source of verifiable indicators that 
provide the principal fiamework for this evaluation. 

IMPLEMENTAION ARRANGEMENTS 

Policy Analysis and Reform Component 
- 

Funding 
- 

As noted above, the original project cost estimates allocated S5.041 million--60 percent of a total $8.4 
million+o the policy analysis and reform component. An equivalent 60 percent of projected technical 

- 
assistance person-months was also allocated to this component, corroborating the relative emphasis 
placed on it by project designers. 

9The original Project Grant Agreement was signed on May 2 I, 199 1. 
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- Counterpart Roles 
- 

- 
The principal counterpart for the policy component of the FSP was envisaged to be the Central Bank 
The 5-year component was to 

Assist the Central Bank in improving its capacity to inform decision makers about the impact of 
current and alternative policies and of macroeconomic conditions on financial intermediaries 
serving the project clientele 
Assist the Central Bank in formulating financial and economic policies buttressing the reforms 
sought by the IMF and the World Bank 
Form part of the Central Bank's drive to solidify the financial liberalization accomplished since 
1985 
Promote a policy environment increasingly favorable to the expansion of private financial 
instimtions. 

The Central Bank, as the A.I.D. grantee, was to implement the project through a parallel Central - 

Bank grant agreement with the Costa Rican management NGO, and was to supervise project activities - 

- 

- through a project governing committee appointed by the Cenal  Bank Executive President. The 
- 

Central Bank Executive President was himself to serve as Counterpart to the Project Director bired by 
- 

- the NGO, while the project's Principal Investigator, also an NGO employee, was to maintain a 
counterpart relationship with the Chief of the Central Bank Economic Division. The Central Bank and 

- 
- 

USAID Mission were to jointly review proposals submitted by qualified NGOs interested in being 
- considered for selection to manage the project. 

Contractor Roles 

As already noted, general project implementation responsibility was to be entrusted to a Costa Rican 
NGO, selected for award of a p t  through a limited competition conducted jointly by USAlD and the 
Central Bank. The NGO was to provide a project director, a principal investigator, a prudential 
supervision specialist, a financial services specialis6 an administrator, and four office support staff. 

In addition to the Costa Rican NGO, the policy analysis and reform component was to count on 
institutional support from CISU through the worldwide Financial Resources Management Project. OSU 
was originally to provide one resident Senior Policy Analyst, for 36 person-months, and an additional 
39 person-months of short-term consdtancies. 

- 
A,/. D. Role 

- 

A.I.D. project management responsibility was assigned to the Private Sector Office (OPS), with the 
active technical participation of the Economic Analysis Office also envisaged. Provisions were also 
made to enable A.I.D. to contract a MI-time project manager. 

Plarcled Outputs and Verifiable Indicators 

The policy analysis and reform component was intended to contribute to a wide range of activities 
addressing a large number of financial sector policy issues. It necessarily established a rather flexible 
analytic agenda, as evolving conditions over the planned 5-year life of the project would require 
flexibility in project management. However, a few key areas were selected for early attention by the - 

project, and others were indicated as having a high likelihood of being included among the project's 
m outputs. 
- Specific attention was drawn in the FSP project paper to the following issues, with specific reforms 
- identified and timetables established as indicated: 



I. Evenhanded prudential supervision for bankr,finance companies, and financial cooperatives. 
In this area the FSP was, by July 1991, to have helped AGEF reliably monitor the 24 banks and 
50 finance companies chartend by the Central Bank. Also, a system for prudentid supervision 
of financial cooperatives was to have been installed by September 1992. 

2. Access by dl regulated intermediaries to a lender of last resort. Legislation providing for the 
- Central Bank to assume the position of lender of last resort for all regulated intermediaries 

(private banks and finance companies) was expected to be enacted by December 1992, 
- 

- allowing time for prudential supervision capability at AGEF to have been built up. 

3. Selection of instruments for control of the money supply. The project was intended to assist 
the Central Bank in improving its utilization of a variety of instruments (e.g., open market 
operations, reserve requirements, foreign exchange intwentions, setting the discount rate) to 
control the money supply indirectIy, enabling it to eliminate use of traditional direct credit 
controls. An information system was to be established at the Central Bank to assist in 
monitoring indicators of monetary growth and managing monetary policy through indirect 
means. 

4. High levels of local interest rates. As a counter to continued demands for the continuation of 
subsidized credit programs, the project aimed to provide the Central Bank with information 
systems and policy tools that would, through the prudent conduct of economic policy, reduce 
GOCR borrowing requirements and enhance the efficiency of the financial system, thereby 
Iowering real market rates to more acceptable levels. 

Other issues identified for possible project attention included investigation of 
- Policy bias against private f'haucial intermediaries 
- Impacts of policy reforms on the project clientele 

Weak contract enforcement and litigation practices as impeding access to credit for the project 
- clientele 

The effect of payment delinquency and collections measures on the cost of credit 
Developmental impacts, costs, and benefits of subsidized agricultural credit programs. 

Two additional outputs of the policy analysis and reform component, as identified in the FSP 
project paper, were dissemination and long-term training. 

Dissemination of analytic findings was to take place through publications as well as through 
workshops and seminars involving both public and private sector decision-makers. Members of the 
legislature were specifically targeted for dissemination efforts in order to enhance their understanding 
of the fbnctions of financial institutions, the impact of policies and economic conditions on their 
opention, and the relative roles and responsibilities of the various participants in the system. 

To increase Costa Rican capabilities in policy formulation and financial management, long-term 
training resources were to provide for 5 doctoral and 14 masteis degree students in economics, 
finance, and related disciplines. Thesis research by these students was to be conducted in Costa Rica, 
with I9 pertinent policy studies expected as immediate beneficial outputs of this subcomponent, and 
with continuing contributions to Costa Rican policy foxmuladon expected over the long term. 

Verifiable indicators of achievement of project objectives cited in the project's logical framework 
include: 

Better-informed decision-making on monetary and financial policies 
Increased deposit mobilization in the Costa Rican financial system 
Reduced transaction costs and reduced intermediation margins 
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- 
- 

Greater financial deepening 
Wider public support for adequate financial policies 

- 

Thirty-one studies completed, 25 of which have been published 
More effective prudential supervision of the financial system 
Increased financial viability of iinancial institutions. 

Chapter 3 reviews outputs achieved to date and analyzes factors affecting the rate of output - 

achievement 

Credit Union Component 

Funding and lnstitutlons 

A total of $3.2 million was budgeted for the credit union component in the grant agreement between - 
Costa Rica and the United States. Fedecridito earmarked an amount of up to $1,925,979 to finance a 
technical assistance agreement with the Credit Union National Association (CUNA). Technical 
assistance called for under the agreement with CUNA is provided through the World Council of Credit 
Unions (WOCCU). The rest of the project budget-$1,274,021- was budged for expenditures on 
additional professional personnel, nonexpendable property, training, computerization, and various other 
items associated with technical assistance for credit unions. The amount of $2.1 million has been 
obligated. 

The group of project beneficiary institutions called for in the grant agreement is composed of 
Fedecridito, AGEF, and credit unions affiliated to Fedecrldito. The Mission assigned management 
responsibility for the project to the private sector office and GOCR delegated in the Central Bank. The 
grant agreement also established an oversight committee for the overall project 

Planned Outputs 

The project design logical framework established the following outputs: 

Adequate regulation and supervision of credit unions, resulting in greater security and 
protection for savers. 

Venrable indicator: law passed and systems established and implemented including reports 
fiom AGEF. 

An established credit union management training program. 

Venpable indicator: 14 training sessions. 

A credit movement-wide information system. 

Venzable indicator system implemented as evidenced by management information systems 
(MIS) reports. 

Increased iinacial srabiliry and long-term viability of credit unions. 

Ven9able indicators: acceptable financial ratios and ratings from AGEF. 

Improvement in the management of financial cooperatives. 

Ven!able indicator: AGEF reports and decrease in cost of financial intermediation. 

In addition to these outputs, the _ a t  agreement also calls for (1) men-ethening Fedecrldito's own 
internal supervisory unit, (2) restructurin,a Fedecrldito's Central Liquidity facility as a decentralized 



body, (3) establishing a stabilization progrvn to determine the financial and institutional viability of 
credit unions and provide them with financial assistance if possible, and (4) establishing a savings 
protection prognm. 

A total of $1 .I million of AID. funds has been allocated to the Financial Innovations and 
Microentqxise component, although certain activities undertaken under the Policy Analysis and 
Reform component have also been aimed at supporting microenterprise finance objectives. 

Contractor Roles 

OSU was selected as project contractor for the microenterprise component. OSU in turn subcontracted 
the Academia to provide Iocal technical assistance to the project. 

Planned Outputs and Verifiable lndlcators 

Management of PVOs under the project will be improved through technical assistance and training, 
resdting in a higher quality of servicc. Six innovative approaches to improving services to the project 
clientele will be tested in cooperation with a range of financial institutions. 



3. Midtem Evaluation Findings and Conclusions 

POLICY ANALYSIS AND REFORM COMPONENT 

Major Findings 

Outputs Achieved 

As Exhibit 3-1 shows, the productivity of the FSP1s policy analysis and reform component has been 
prodigious. The level of activity and production achieved by participants in the component are all the 
more remarkable in view of the consistently high technical and professional quality of the component's 
work products. 

Technical Papers 
- 
- 

Popular Anides 

Exhibit 3-1. FSP Policy Component: Summary of Major Outputs, 
July 1991-August 1994 

Output Cateqow Output Descriotion 

Fovthree analytical papers produced and distn'buted as FSP 'Occasional Papers' 
'An Assessment of the Costa Rican Financial Sector,' contracted by A.I.D. 

. Forty-five newspaper editorials and articles on financial sector issues published in the popular 
press 

Books 

Graduate Research 

Policy Advisory 
S e ~ c e s  

Focused Debate 

.. Seminars and Public 
Presentations 

- 

Study Tours 

. Fwe full-length books published, total printing of 7,000 volumes 

Six doctoral dissertations and two master's theses completed on Costa R i m  financial sector 
research topics 

Presidency of the Republic 
Economic Cabinet 
Presidency of the Central Bank 
Minister of Finance 
Legislative Special Commission on Banking Reform 
World Bank County Economic Memorandum team 

Cornision ad hoc Reformas Financieras 

* Twenyeight workshops: Foro, Academia de Cenboamerica 

Thirtysne other conference presentations, press conferences, seminars, etc. 

Eight study tours for public and private sector leaders organized by A.I.D. 

A sample of policy-oriented outputs of the FSP includes the following technical papers, popular 
articles, books, and dissertations published by the Academia. 

Technical Papers 

"Eficimcia, Cornpetencia y Economias de Escala: Las Reformas Financieras y el Futuro del 
Sistema Bancario Costarricense" 



"Sistema de Alerta T e m p m  para Identificar Bancos en Problemas: Aplicaci6n a1 Caso 
Costarricense" 
"Eficiencia Relativa de 10s Bancos Estatales y Privados en Costa Rica" 
"Principios de Regulacion y Supervision Prudencial: Aplicabilidad a Organizaciones 
Financieras para Microemprtsas" 
"Importancia de la Capitalization en las Cooperativas de Ahorro y Cridito" 
"Impuesto a las Transacciones Financieras: Proyecto de Ley del Aporte Solidario National" 

Popular Articles 

"Refom Financiera Costarricense: Hacia dcinde ir Ahora?" Actualidad Econdmica 
"La Solidez de la Banca," La Nacibn 
"Sobre la Banca de Fomento," La Naci6n 
"Las Pirdidas del Banco Central," La Nacidn 
"El Margen de Intermediaci6n del Sistema Financier0 Costarricense: iPor Qui es Alto?" 
Portafolio de Inversiones 
"~Saben 10s Bancos para Que Prestan?" Perspectivas Financieras 

Books 

Books have been written on the following subjects: 

Financiamiento de la Microempresa Rural: FLhCA - Costa Rica 
Refonna Financiera en Costa Rica: Perspectivas y Propuestas 
Regulacibn, Cornpetencia y Eficiencia en la Banca Costarricense. 

Dissertations 

Relative Eficiency in Banking: State-Owned and Private Banks in Costa Rica 
Interest Rate Behavior under Financial Liberal2ation in Costa Rica: Empirical Applications 
Pressure Group Influence on Policymaking: The Case of the Costa Rican Nationalized 
Banking System. 

As can be seen from the above sampling, the work product of the project has been diverse. Some 
of it--the last dissertation listed, for example--is primarily of broad, general, or "academic" interest. 
The books in particular are of practical interest, but more in the sense of providing a reference resource 
for specific topical analyses. Those items addressing a specific legislative proposal to tax financial 
sector transactions (such as the last technical paper cited above) arc clearly focused on issues of 
immediate practical significance. Some of the work is directed at a generally sophisticated audience of 
decision-makers. Other items are intended to inform the public at large. A great deal of the work 
covers macroeconomic and financial sector policy issues, but some, as intended, is directly supportive 
of other components of the FSP-namely, those concerned with prudential supervision of credit 
unions, and microrslterprise finance. 

Among the other outputs listed above, special mention should be made of the adviso 
provided, the focused debate sponsored, and study tours arranged throush the project's policy 
component. 

In the area of advisory services, three activities have been especially important. First, and perhaps 
most important in the long-run, was the permanent participation of an FSP adviser and short-term 
advisory support provided by the FSP to the work of the Special Legislative Committee on Banking 
Reform organized during the latter part of the last administration. This committee was able, with FSP 



support. to report out a new draft central bank law, and to develop legislative proposds for reform in a 
wide m g e  of other arms. While the proposed draft cenal  bank law was not enacted for lack of time, 
it forms the principal starting point for consideration of financial sector legislative reforms in the new 
congress and will undoubtedly be influential in this regard. 

Se~ond, FSP advisers worked closely with the President of the Republic during the last 
administration, as well as with key members of the economic cabinet, especially the Minister of 
Finance. FSP advisers contniuted to the analysis of monetary and exchange rate, fiscal, and structural 
adjustment policy options, as well as to the renegotiation of Paris Club debt and the development of 
terms for new policy-based loans from the World Bank and IDB. All such macroeconomic policy 
advice contributed directly to the maintenance of economic stability during the period, an essential 
precondition for financial sector development 

Third, the FSP team was directly and continuously involved in providing analytic support and 
advisory services to the two central bank presidents who saved during the Calderh Adminidon.  
This advice was focused primarily on financial sector reforms, and was closely coordinated with the 
legislative efforts of the GOCR descnied above. 

A second key area of activity, that of sponsoring focused debate on financial sector issues, is 
identified by FSP participants as one of the most productive and vaIuable of those undcrcaken by the 
project. In early 1992, the FSP took the initiative to organize an ad hoc commission to study financial 
reform in Costa Rica."J Its membership included the FSP project director, the FSP principal 
investigator, a former president of the Central Bank, the general manager of the C e n d  Bank, the 
president of the National Securities Commission, the general manager of the Securities Exchange, 
private and public sector bankers, academicians, and lawyers. Over a 3-month period between May 
and July 1992, the commission met seven times to identify priority areas for financial sector reforms, 
generate consensus among the participants on the implementation of refom, and prepare specific 
recommendations to be presented to the political leadership of the country. Issues discussed included - 

- The role of the Cenhal Bank 
Appropriate monetary instnunerits for use by the Central Bank 
Approaches to prudential supervision of financial sector institutions 
The role of state-owned banks 
Tax policy impacts on the financial sector 

- Operations of the securities market. 

According to the participants-including specifically Mr. Jorge Guardia, then president of the 
Central Bank and chairman of the FSP steering cormnittec--major strides were achieved through this 

- commission in generating consensus on the issues discussed, and this was felt through the opinions 
expressed and influence exerted by members of the commission during subsequent periods. 

- In addition, several study tours were organized by A.I.D. in support of the FSP's policy component. 
These included visits to 

The United States, to permit government and financial sector leaders to observe supervision 
pnctices of the Federd Reserve Board and the Securities and Exchange Commission 

- Mexico, to consult on supervision issues with the Cornision Nacional de Valores (0, the 
Comision Xacional de Seguros, and the Ministerio de Hacienda 
Canada, to meet with staff of the the Societi du developpement international de Desjardins 

- 

(SDID) credit union movement 

- 

- 

'°Comisidn ad hoe Sobre Reformas Financiens de Costa Rics. 
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Indonesia, to observe that country's welldeveloped microenterprise finance programs 
Bolivia to study credit union supervision, meet with the Bank Superintendency, and visit 
BancoSol, an innovative private microenterprise lender in that country. 

Members of the FSP team participated in all such study tours to assist in focusing attention on key 
issues, help participants better assimilate their experiences, and document findings for broader 
dissemination in Costa Rica 

Variations from Implementation Plans 

Other than the delays in project startup alluded to earlier, the principal variation affecting 
implementation of the policy component concerned the mode of contracting used. Rather than 
implementing the component through a parallel grant to a Costa Rican NGO and a buy-in to OSU's 
FIRM Project, as originally contemplated, OSU subcontracted the services of a prominent Costa Rican 
NGO, the Academia de CentroamCrica, thus reducing the number of contracts and simpliQhg A.I.D. 
contract administration. In practice, this had no deleterious impact on project implementation because 
OSU and the Academia have coordinated their work effectively. 

In addition, the project was implemented with less permanent adminisnative staff than originally 
envisioned: the managers determined to focus more resources on short-term consultancies instead This 
has undoubtedly been cost-effective, and has not interfered with the component's ability to deliver work 
products. 

Conclusions 

Retrospective Analysis 

The policy component's performance to date will be assessed retrospectively fiom five viewpoints: 

1. Consistency of outputs with project objectives 
2. Quantitative performance 
3. Qualitative performance 
4. Implementation efficiency 
5. Progress towards achievement of project objectives 

With regard to the first criterion, we find that the outputs realized by the FSP's policy component 
during Phase I are entirely consistent with the project objectives established in the FSP project paper 
and subsequent project documentation. 

Likewise, we have already remarked on the impressive volume of output achieved to date, and on 
its consistently high quality. This large volume of high-quality work was performed for less money than 
originally contemplated, thereby attesting also to the high level of implementation efficiency that has 
been reached. This occurred despite two factors that worked against effective coordination during 
cemin periods. First, strongly-held policy differences between top managements of the Central Bank 
and USMDKostt %ca on the use of focal currency funds led to an apparent distancing between the 
Central Bank president and-the FSP for a period of time. According to this individual, however, such 
distancing was more apparent than real, and affected neither the relationship between the Central Bink 
and the FSP policy advisory team nor the quality and usefulness of the team's work 

In addition, the inclusion of very micro-level, institutional development activities aimed at 
suen-ghening credit unions in an otherwise very policysriented project may have led at times to the 
appearance of poor coordination among project components. Undoubtedly, Central Bank counterparts 
were of necessity focused primarily on issues pertaining to pressing macro-level policy decisions facing 



the government at the time, and thek interaction with people working on micro- and idtuuonai 
development issues within the project was no doubt limited. The lack of interaction between 
components was attributable more to project design than to coordination deficiencies, and in any case 
does not appear to have had any srxious negative consequences for implementation of the policy 
component or any other component of the FSP. 

The activities undertaken with FSP support have significantly raised the level of debate on financial 
sector issues in Costa Rica, contributing to better decision-making in the short run. The research 
published by the project, and the training of Costa Rican financial sector policy analysts, constitute a 
longer-term legacy whose influence will continue to be felt for yeas to come. 

When it comes to the achievement of specific measurable progress, however, it becomes more 
difficult to reach an definite conclusion regarding the project's performance to date. 

The administrative r e fom adopted by the Central Bank during the Arias and Caldedn 
Administrations-relinquishment of direct controls on credit allocatioa., adoption of indirect means of 
monetary management, liberalization of the foreign exchange regimb-have been maintained and 
perfected. Some additional measures have been taken to fiuther Iiberaiize the financial system, promote 
competition, and improve its efficiency; examples include gndual reduction in the minimum term of 
investment certificates that can be offered by private banks, reduction in reserve requirements on dollar 
deposits, and permitting of dollar-denominated loans. 

Although difficult to prove, it is likely that, at least in a negative sense, the project contributed to 
the achievement of indicators such as increased deposit mobilization and reduced transaction costs in 
the Costa Rican financial system. Certainly, the FSP team responsible for carrying out the work of the 
policy component 

Established direct and continuous access to top-level decisionmakers in the Costa Rican 
government 
Established credibility with the above-mentioned decision-makers 
Established a steady level of demand for policy advice on key financial sector issues 
Provided sound policy advice on a consistent basis, judging fiom the nature and quality of the 
project's published work. 

Movement towards financial sector liberalization was initiated in the late 1980s, and significant 
progress had already been made in improving the quality of financial sector management by the Costa 
Ricm authorities before the FSP began to hction. The Central Bank, for example, had already by 
1990 largely abandoned the practice of setting quantitative sectoral credit limits, allowing commercial 
banks, public and private, to be more responsive to demand and to their own internal credit policies. 
Presumably, this increased both efficiency in the allocation and recovery of loans md, in the aggregate, 
the efficiency of borrowers in the uses to which financial resources were put. 

The Calderon Administration and the economic team that took office as the FSP was being 
launched also shared in the goals of the project with respect to improving the efficiency and the stability 
of the Costa Rican financial system. Thus, the project encountered fertile ground and an opportunity for 
close and continuous collaboration that was not wasted 

If not for the abundance, quality, and acceptance of the analytical and advisory work performed by 
the FSP, it is possible--and perhaps likely--that the management of financial and monetary problems 
during the last three years would have been less effective, and that a deterioration in the objective 
indicators of sectoral performance efficiency would have been observed. 

Also, with support fiom the policy component of the FSP, a law was passed in April 1994 bringing 
credit unions under Central Bank authority and AGEF supervision. 



However, the FSP was not able to achieve the passage of the proposed new central bank law, nor 
was a conclusion reached on other important legislation needed to permanently eliminate biases against 
the development of private fmancial institutions, while at the same time bringing more private financial 
sector activity into the formal sector and thus into the purview of the proper regulatory authorities. 

Further, while the situation has not deteriorated, it is also true that there has been little visible 
structural change in the formal financial system of Costa Rica, whik certain indicators point 
wonisomely to continued rapid expansion of offshore, undocumented financial sector activity. 

Deposit rates at the end of 1993 remained extremely high in real t e r n  (ranging roughly fiom 19 to 
24 percent in nominal terms, with idation during 1993 estimated at 9 percent), and intermediation 
margins extreme (nominal lending rates for industry, for example, ranged fiom 34 to 39 percent). 

Deposit growth in real tenns was only about 3 percent per amum between 1991 and 1993, 
significantly less than the growth of GDP. This performance reflects extremely poor performance by 
the stateswned banks (which only increased their deposits by about 0.5 percent per m u m  in real 
tenns during this period), while private banks (whose deposits grew at a real rate of 22 percent) 
continued to represent a small portion of the banking system (only 15 percent of total deposits of the 
banking system at the end of 1993) and thus continue to have relatively little weight in the formal . 

- financial sector as a whole. 
- Financial deepening, measured as the ratio of M2 (liquid= totat) to nominal GDP, fell significantly 

between 1991 and 1993 (fiom a level of 0.55 in 1991 to 0.48 in the latter year), which, coupled with - 
the poor rate of overall deposit growth in the formal financial system, leads one to suspect increasing 
diversion of financial transactions to the undocumented offshore banking sector. 

Finally, the spectacular and extremely costly failure of the stateswned Banco Anglo-Costarricense 
in 1994 points to continuing deficiencies in the management and supervision of stateswned financial 
institutions, while their lag,@g profitability in comparison to private banks brings to mind old but still 
unanswered questions as to their long-term viability in the absence of governmental subsidies.I 

It is impossible to tell whether the FSP policy component could have achieved more during its first 
three years of operation. However, the ESP still has the potential to achieve tangible, permanent 
changes during its remaining life. 

In sum, the effort should be continued. While unequivocal and visible results eluded the policy 
component of the project during Phase I, the investment was not wasted, and a substantial stock of 
intellectual and political capital has accumulated that could lead to significant results in a short period 
with little additional effort. The potential economic benefits to be gained from consolidating the 
progress made during Phase I are enormous and, in our view, fully justify the incremental investments 
that remain to be made. 

Lessons Learned 

From the perspective of financial sector development strategy in general, the experience of Costa Rica 
in recent years will one day provide an unusually complete case study of the perverse effects of 
excessive government control in fostering the development of a parallel underground financial system 
Such a parallel system, because it is not sufficiently recognized by law and institutional practice, poses 
a potentially greater threat to financial system stability, and is in fact less controllable, than a nominally 

' 'An update of profitability calculations made for 1991 in the FSP-sponsored Assessment of the Costa ' 

Rican Financial Sector indicates that state-owned banks achieved only a 0.4 percent return on assets in 1993, - 
compared to the private banks' 2.1 percent. In part this results fiom loans and invesunents (earning assets) 

-. representing only 32 percent of total public sector bank assets, compared to 80 percent for the private banks. - 
Source: AGEF st;ltistics. 



fiecr, market-based system. While we can detect that numerous lessons will emerge &om the Costa 
Ricm experience, much "ac3demic" work remains to be done to flesh out the details of this evolving 
case history. Once it is available, thts work will, of course, be of immense practical importance, in 
Costa R i a  as elsewhere when basic strategic debates on financial sector development remain to be 
concluded. 

Another broad lesson that can be gleaned h m  FSP experiences during Phase I is that, somerimes, 
the pace of change that can be achieved in a democracy-absent a major crisis or collapse-4~ - 

inversely proportional to the extent to which democratic processes have taken roor Costa Rica is an 
example of a developing country with highlydeveloped democratic institutions and traditions. The 
legislature has consldcrable say over the policy proposals of the executive branch of government, and - 

the legislature is h iwy  partisan. The judiciary is accessible to ordinary citizens and interest groups, 
and it is active in enforcing the limits of governmental authority. Interest groups themselves are well- 
organized, and well-versed in the exercise of power through organized action. 

In such settings the pace of change can be excruciatingly slow, unless a crisis-or extended public 
debate+txeate the conditions where a genuine consensus can be achieved. In Costa Rica, that 
consensus has not yet been achieved on financial sector development policy. However, the public 
debate has been started, with active FSP participation and support. A prudent approach to fiuzhering 
development--one that aims to avoid crises to the extent possible-must be patiently prepared to 
continue the debate until the requisite consensus has been brought about. The broader the extent of 
democratic pamcipation, the broader must be the debate, to include not only decision-makers but those 
broad groups to whom decision-makers are ultimately beholden. 

At the level of project design and implementation, two important lessons may also be drawn &om 
the FSP experience to date. One is the need to avoid an overly long project development process and 
ad hoc, piecemeal modification during project development that can result in a loss of coherence 
among project components. In the case of the FSP, the Prudential Regulation and Financial Innovation 
components, originally conceived of as highly conceptual and sectorwide in scope, became rather 

- 

narrowly redefined during an overly extended project development process towards technical 
assistance activities aimed at particular financial sector institutions. Although sector-wide efforts to 
improve prudential regulation and work in developing broadly accessible financial innovations can be 
compatible with mcro-level policy development, this is not necessarily the case when assisting credit - 

unions in improving self-regulatory capabilities or when providing direct technical assistance to PVO 
umbrella organizations. In the FSP, the narrowing of scope for these two components that took place 
between the Project Paper and Grant Agreement stages undoubtedly led to increased difficulties in 
project coordination during implementation, as implementors were faced with the problem of having to 
coordinate between two dissimilar project segments. - 

A fhther lesson that can be drawn from the FSP experience relates to the choice of the Central 
Bank executive president to chair the Project Coordinating Committee. Although the commitment of 
such a highly-placed government official undoubtedly serves to highlight the host country government's 
support of a project and provides access and high visibility for project implementors, in practice it is 
unrealistic to expect that a person with the time pressures and responsibilities of a central bank 
president will be able to devote the necessary t&e and attention to providing project leadership and 
continuity. This may cause disappointment or produce an impression of disinterest, or both, as was to 
some extent the case with the FSP. A more practical approach is to assign counterpart leadership and - 
management rzsponsibilities to a senior, but nonpolitical, government official from the relevant agency, 
enlisting the support of top political leadership only as needed to accomplish specific project objectives. 
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Considerations for Phase /I - 
- 

The incoming Figueres Administration has a strong political commitment to the public sector banking 
system established by the current President's father and developed by the Liberation Nacional Party - 

that this administration represents. The incoming administration also represents a new generation of 
Costa Rican leadership, one that is well-aware of the internationalization of global finance and the 
increasing predominance throughout the world of ntarket-based approaches to financial sector 
development. However, the incoming administration has not yet committed itself to a particular policy - - 
framework or plan for its financial sector developmrnt program. Therefore, while it is clear that some 
of the policy issues decided by the previous administration will need to be reexamined, it is also 
apparent that an opportunity for participation in finnncial sector policy formulation continues to exist for - 

the FSP. - 

Serious challenges exist that will force the pace of financial sector policy development. First is the 
laying bare of serious management and supervision deficiencies in the srateswned banking sector. The 
fiscal consequences of the failure of Banco Anglo-Costarricense are enormous (estimated at up to 2 or - 

3 percent of GDP) and will force political attention on measures to ensure that such a failure is not 
repeated. 

Second, as has already been alluded to, the growth of the unregulated offshore banking sector has 
been such as to bring into serious question the governments ability to maintain control over credit or 
the money supply, or to maintain public confidence in the stability of the financial system as a whole. A - - 
sharp economic downturn could easily lay bare qcculative practices in the increasingly important 
informal financial sector that could spread into thtl: formal sector and, through it, to the economy as a - 

whole. The GOCR would be well advised to take measures to enable these informal institutions to 
operate openly, under prudent rrgulatory and supervisory standards. The first step in achieving this, - 

already begun in Costa Rica, must consist of fixring up the system to the extent necessary to allow 
formal sector financial instituticm to be locally md internationally competitive, while maintaining those 
minimum safeguards necessary to protect the public interest. As a second step, legislation needs to be 
adopted or amended to require financial institutions to (1) comply with the modemi7.ed regulatory 
framework and (2) provide regulatory authorities with adequate infoxmation on any operations hitherto 
unrecorded or unregulated, or both, no matter where these are conducted. 

Attempting to enforce compliance in an ovcrly rigid regulatory environment will only result in the 
disappearance of what appeaq after all, to be hi!$lydemanded financial services, to the detriment of 
the domestic commercial and financial cornmu'~'nities and, ultimately, of the economy as a whole. In 
acquiescing to the current state of affairs resarcling offshore banking, the Costa Rican authorities 
appear to recognize the value of services provided by the unregulated offshore banking system. 
However, the prolongation of the offshore banks' informal status also poses serious risks for the 
stability of the affiliated formal banking s p a n  and erodes the authorities' ability to conduct an 
effective monetary policy. Now that significartt liberalization is under way, the time is approaching for 

- steps to be taken to require offshore operations to be consolidated with those of their domestic parents 
or affiliates, and for this growing se-ment of the Costa Rican financial system to be brought into 
compliance with the nation's prudential and monetary control systems. 

Third, the opening of the Costa Rican economy through trade liberalization with Central America, 
Mexico, and, ultimately, the United States, poses a strong potential competitive risk to Costa Rican 

- financial sector institutions. Their survival in the face of international competition will force an 
acceleration in the pace of financial sector modernization and development. This too should offer . 

imponant opportunities for the FSP to consolidate its achievements and continue making a contribution 
during Phase 11. 



The USAD Mission and project management have not been ablivious to these oppommities, but 
have, on the conaary, advanced quickly in the formulation of FSP openting plans for Phase II. For the 
policy component, these plans comprise two main areas of concentration. 

F% it has been <aided to continue the projects ability to provide direct advisory support to the 
Cennal Bank of Costa Rica and, when and if such is reconvened, to the new Congressional Commi$ee 
on Financial Sector Reforms. 

Second, an analytical agenda has been established, identifying policy studies to be conducted by the 
Academia in such key areas as 

The size of the informal financial sector and its relationship to the formal financial sector - The relationships between the banking system and the securities market 
Design of early warning systems for the supervision of fimncial institutions 
The development of public and private pension fbnd systems in Costa R k  

Some provision--tather limited, in our opinion--has also bcen made for publication and dissemination 
of research findings. 

In all, current plans call for an additional $600 thousand to be authorized for the Policy Component 
of the FSP, which would bring total commitments to this activity to S2,500 over the life of the project. 
In light of the Mission's plans to cease operations in Costa Rica in September 1996, it is currently 
envisioned that the FSP will terminate its activities by December 1995, almost a fill year short of its 
originally intended life of 5 years. Due primarily to this unanticipated shortening of the project's 
expected life, it is currently anticipated that, overall, the FSP will only utilize $5,800 out of the total 
obligated, which is itself significantly below the S8.4 million originally contemplated by the project's 
designers. 

CREDIT UNION COMPONENT 

Major Findings 
The project has made reasonable progress in (1) strengthening the institutional framework of the credit 
union movement and (2) completing important activities in support of project objectives. This section - 

discusses this progress, as  well as some important risk factors within the credit union movement. 

Progress in Strengthening the Institutional Framework - 

Fedecridito, the federation of credit unions, is the parent company of a diverse group of financial 
service entities and subsidiaries. For the subsidiaries, Fedecrldifo oversees operations and provides 
administrative support. For member credit unions, Fedecrldito provides technical assistance and - 

training. AUDICOOP, an organizational unit providing auditing and prudential supervision scrviccs to 
member credit unions, also forms part of the Fedecridito office as a quasi-decentralized organizational - 

L- unit with technical independence. 
The main concept involved-expanding the range of financial services for credit unions through a - network of subsidiaries and using part of the profits generated by subsidiaries to finance the cost of 

technical assistance for credit unions-is sound. The network of subsidiaries is composed of the - - 

following companies: 

Caja Central, which manages the credit unions' liquidity reserve knd and credit cads. Caja 
Central also plans to expand its services by managing supplementary retirement funds. 



Consorcio de Vivienda (Coovivienda), which runs a housing finance program and obtains 
b d i n g  from the GOCR's housing program. 
Banco Federado, which provides banking s e ~ c e s  within the legal Eramework for private 
commercial banks. This bank was established with seed capital funding donated by the Mission 
through a previous project. 
Federated International Bank (Fedebank), an offshore bank established to receive deposits and 
grant loans in dollar currency. Fedecridito has a 52 percent interest in the bank. 
Univalores, a securities market brokerage agency serving Caja Central. Fedecridito has a 43 
percent interest in Univalores. 

Fedecridito has demonstrated outstanding leadership in organizing and implementing new financial 
entities, and has been enhancing its capability to deliver usell  technical assistance services for its . 
member credit unions. 

Fedecridito is staffed by a highly committed, hard-working group of young professioaals averaging 
between 4 and 7 years of experience. Both Fcdecridito and AUDICOOP personnel display a 
dedicated, professional, proactive approach toward their jobs. We believe that monies spent on training 
these personnel to develop their potential and technical skills are a good investment. 

We are not in a position to comment objectively on Fedeckdito's solvency and especially its 
liquidity situation for lack of an in-depth analysis of the overall network of subsidiaries (a type of 
analysis not called for in the TOR for this evaluation). Fedecridito's overall financial structure appears 
reasonable. The consolidated balance sheet as of July 31,1994, lists Fedecridito's assets and net worth 
as $83 million and f 7.9 m i l l i ~ n ~ ~ ,  respectively, for a ratio of net worth to assets of 10.5 percent. 

However, Fedebank's lack of profitability will be cause for major concern if it is not reversed soon. 
During 1993, the profit generated by the overall operation represented only 2.1 percent of the average 
net worth for the year. This low renun on net worth was caused by Fedebank's loss, which in 1993 was 
equivalent to approximately 4.4 percent of Fedebank's net worth. All of the other subsidiaries operated 
with high profitability ranging from about 13 percent for Banco Federado to 40 percent for 
Coovivienda. Fedecridito's profitability is an important consideration not only from the viewpoint of 
financial solvency, but also because Fedecrtdito's technical assistance and training services to credit 
unions are partly financed with the profits generated by some of the subsidiaries. An important concern 
is that profits fiom profitable subsidiaries might have to be diverted to capitalize unprofitable 
subsidiaries. 

The network of subsidiaries hctions under a decision-making authority concentrated in a few 
individuals. The persons that represent Fcdecridito in each of the subsidiaries' own administrative 
councils and oversight committees (cornit& de vigilancia) are also members of the Administrative 
Council and Oversi@t Committee of Fedecredito itself. On the other hand, the Consultative Council, 
which is composed of members of the administrative councils of the individual credit unions, does not 
appear to play a significant role. This council held only two meetings in 1993: one to discuss the 
conclusions of a marketing study, the other to discuss possible reform of legislation on severance 
payments and new legislation on a complementary retirement fimd system. 

This concentration of authority possibly helps to maintain (1) common decision-making criteria 
among board members across the network of organizations and (2) good coordinarion among the 
subsidiaries. However, such concentration of authority could work against the Fedecnidito system 
because it weakens checks and balances throughout the system. For example, there is a higher 
possibility that the parent company could attempt to help one of the subsidiaries through the support of 

''Rate of exchange: USf 1.0 = 130.0 colones. 



mother subsidiary in a manner that could impose undue risk on the subsidiary giving the support. We 
- 
- believe there is a need for some scllf-regulation on this matter, and possibly some regulation by AGEF 

on transactions among subsidiaries belonging to the same holding company. 
Fedecridito has established this network of subsidiaries under a dynamic and aggressive strategy 

- aimed at providing all types of financial services. With good leadership and sound planning, this 
strategy m y  lead the credit union movement to become one of the most important fluancia1 sector 
soups in Costa Rica The risk is that excessive enthusiasm for rapid growth and diversification of ' 

financial s e ~ c e s  could separate the system from its mission or lead to high risk undertakings, or both. 

-- We heard that a number of leaders of individual credit unions have expressed strong disagreement 
with some of Fedecrldito's undertakings. The most conmversial example has probably been 

- Fedecridito's acquisition of the offshore bank, Fedebank This investment does not seem to have any - 

- direct link with Fedecridito's mission of "contriiuting to the economic and social wellbeing of persons 
- belonging to credit unions." Moreover, the fbding required for the service of the S I. 1 million long- 

tern debt in dollars incurred by Fedecrtdito to finance this investment could reduce Fedecridito's 
- resources to finance needed support programs for credit unions in the immediate future. Fededdito 

could face this situation if Fedebank does not generate enough dividends in the short run for 
Fedecredito to pay for the service of the debt. Fedebank made a profit of SZ5,OOO in 1992 and incurred 

- a loss of 392,000 in 1993 equivalent to 4.4 percent of its equity. We did not analyze the impact of .- 
Fedebank's loans to B m o  Federado on the profitability of Banco Federado because this kind of 
analysis is beyond the scope of this midterm-project ev&ation. 

According to Fedecridito's management, the key objective of Fedecridito's investment in Fedebank 
- was to create a source of foreign currency b d i n g  for Banco Federado. Fedebank is supposed to 

compete in Costa Rica for dollar deposits against other Costa Rican-owned offshore banks and to use 
- - 

these h d s  to finance loans in dollars for Banco Federado. Fedecridito has indicated that the purpose 
of the dollar loans received by Banco Federado is for deposit in overseas correspondent banks as -- 

collateral to guarantee the correspondent banks' exposure for international trade banking transactions 
- performed on behalf of Banco Federado. Fedecridito has also informed us that Fedebank uses any 

dollar Liquidity remaining after financing Banco Federado to provide dollar-denominated loans for 
cooperative organizations that generate exports, such as cooperatives of coffee and pineapple farmers. 

Regardless of Fedeckdito's mission and strategic objectives, the pace and timing of Fedecridito's 
investments and diversification into new financial business areas suggest that Fedecrldito might be 

- 

underestimating the risks associated with such business strategy. An adequate balance should be 
-. sought between quick-gowth strategies and risk Fedecredito's S 1.1 million investment in Fedebank 

does not look like a well-balanced decision considering Fedecrdto's scarce financial resources and its 
limited chances of gaining a significant share of the dollar offshore business in a short period of time. 
The timing of the investment does not appear wise either, considering that the credit unions were still 

- recovering fiom a financial crisis. 
- 

Credit Unions 

As of December 3 1, 1993,jl credit unions were affiliated with Fedecridito out of a national total of - 
approximately 1 10. The affiliated unions had approximately 300,000 rnembers.13 Assets of the 

- at'filiated unions totaled C 15,3 12 million, or S I01 million. The ratio of net worth to assets was 6.9 

13Esrudio financier0 de [as Cooperarivas, ALDICOOP, 3 1 de diciembre , 1993. 



percentlJ. The consolidated profits of the credit unions were equivalent to 23.7 percent and 1.7 percent 
of their net worth and assets, respectively. Fedecredito's annual report indicates that the credit unions' 
assets increased by 34 percent in 1993 (the inflation rate was 9.3 percent), adding that this increase in 
assets was largely fmanced by a 46 percent increase in institutional debt.15 

We believe that, to protect their financial solvency, credit unions should follow a prudent policy 
regarding institutional borrowing. Although the credit unions are making profits, the use of more short- 
tern loans to finance portfolio expansion might not be prudent for many of them under their current 
circumstances. Further, loans that must be repaid in dollars rather than colones should noxmally be 
avoided 

The reasons for such caution arc as follows: 

The ratio of arrears to portfolio baIance increased more than twofold between 1992 and 1993, 
according to an AUDICOOP survey that included all of the members of Fedecredito as well as 
eight nonmembers 
Provision for bad loans was significantly underestimated 
Debt to flrnancial institutions was equivalent to more than 40 percent of the loan portfolio 
(large!y financed by Fedecredito) and almost five times the "real capital"16 base 
Approximately 72 percent of the loan portfolio is invested in personal loans 
The portfolio's environment risk will probably increase because of a foreseeable combination of 
higher inflation rates in 1994 than in 1993 and recessive economic policies in the short run 
The credit unions' capital base is weak, with reserves equivaient to around 5 percent of assets. 
The rest of the reported net worth is made up of certificates redeemable on demand if the . 

owner cancels his or her membership in the credit union. 

Costa Rican credit unions are vulnerable to the same major internal threats that have caused so 
much damage to the financial health and image of credit unions in many Latin American countries. 
Additional efforts must be made to foster savings mobilization and develop the saving habit among the 
members of the credit unions in order to increase the number of net savers. One of the more serious 
threats to the integrity of credit unions is the composition of their boards, which are frequently made up 
of net debtors because practically all of their members are net debtors. This situation can lead to many 
types of abuses, especially in credit unions that have incurred substantial instinxional debt to finance 
loans for their members. Innovative prudential regulation and supervision .naures should be studied 
to ameliorate this risk 

Another important threat to the solvency of credit unions is the vulnerability of their capital base 
and the lack of incentives to establish a solid capital base. With the capital base made up of reserves 
and the easily redeemed equity certificates, the credit unions are vulnerable to a run on their own so- 
called "capital" from those members who happen to be net savers if they perceive even a temporary 
weaknessin the credit union. Because creditunions can not distribute dividends and each member 
represents only one vote in the general assembly of all members, there is not much incentive for the 
members to capitalize their credit unions with "real equity capital." Again, innovative prudential 

- 

lJExcluded fiom net worth calculations are investments by credit union members in "equity" certificates, 
which can be redeemed on demand if the holder cancels his or her membership in the credit union. 

SFedecredito. Informe Anual. 1993. - 
- 

'6"Real" capital does not include investments by credit union members in "equip" certificates, which can be 
redeemed on demand if the holder cancels his or her membership in the credit union. 



regulatory and supervisory measures should be promulpted to ensure a strong capital base and 
encourage members of credit unions to care more about the financial health of their organizations. 

Outputs Achieved 

The projects outputs achieved so hr arc important stepping stones toward the project objectives of 

Improving the safety and soundness of credit unions as financid intermediaries 
Building public confidence in the credit union movement 
~treng&&ng the regulatory infir;urcture to protect the savings of credit union members 
Creating model strategies for financial intermediaries to use to protect savings. 

The overall progress of this project component is satisfactory considering the short period of time 
that has elapsed since implementation began. The Fedecrdit~ALD. agreement was signed on July 
22, 1992; the Fed&dito-WOCCU agreement, on November 24, 1992. Significant progress has been 
made in the institutional development of Fedecridito. The organizational fi-amcwork is in place and 
basic policies, methods, and procedures have been designed. 

Little taugiile improvement has occurred in the efficiency of credit unions' fhmcial intermediation 
and prudential supervision. However, there has been some progress in improving the financial solvency 
of credit unions. There is also a consensus that the project has helped to improve the public's 
confidence in the credit union system. Membership has increased and saving deposits have expanded in 
red terms. 

The following discussion addresses achievements to date in the following project areas: 

Prudential regulation and supervision 
The management training program 
The movement-wide infbrktion system 
Financial stability and long-term viability. 

Prudential Regulation and Supewision 

The enactment of the law regulating the financial intermediation activities of credit unions was an 
important breakthrough for the future of the credit union rn~vement.'~ The law was enacted in April 
1994 and came into effect in November 1994. The law mandates that AGEF extend its prudential 
regulation and supervisory functions to financial intermediaries of the cooperative movement. The law 
provides AGEF with a maximum period of 5 years to extend its supervisory functions over all of the 
credit unions. Such a long period of time for full implementation will allow AGEF to do this gradually. 
The caveat is that some credit unions could remain without prudential supervision from AGEF for 
several years. 

~ h ~ d e v e l o ~ m e n t  of prudential supewision coordination arrangements between AGEF and 
AUDICOOP should help AGEF to cany out its mandate more effectively. Under these arrangements, 
AUDICOOP would perform auxiliary supervisory functions in support of the AGEF's prudential 
regulation and supervisory mandate. Such coordination will be helphl in (1) establishing the 
managerial and financial management systems in the individual credit unions to ensure and supervise 
their adherence to prudential replation~orms, and (2) extending and expanding the supervisory 
outreach over credit unions. The law regulating the financial intermediation activities of credit unions 
provides flexibility by givins the credit unions' integration organizations the faculty to perform auxiliary 

':Ley de Re,otrlacion de la =Icrividad de Inrernrediacion Financiera de las Organkaciones Cooperarivas. 
abrii 13, 1994. 



- 
supe~so ry  activities (article 7). Federations of credit unions can supervise individual m m b m  (article 

- 3 1). - 

The project, through both WOCCU as an institutional contractor and the Mission itself, organized 
tours to various counmes to study prudential regulation and legislation on, and supervision of, credit 
unions. Participating in the tours were officials h m  AGEF and Fedecridito, as well as members of 
congress. Fedecridito officials participated in discussions with the Central Bank, AGEF, and members 

- 

of congress during the preparation of the Costa Rican legislation. - 
Organization and staffing of AUDICOOP, along with definition of its functions as a semi- 

decentralized organizational unit within Fedmidito, were completed in July 1993. AUDICOOP has 
produced several manuals and procedures for standardizing the credit unions' financial systems and 
reporting. In addition, it has designed methodologies to carry out tasks related to financial and 
operational auditing and prudential supervision of credit,unions. AUDICOOP has performed financial 
audits of five credit unions and operational audits of six. - 

Fedecraito produced a study on the financial situation of Costa Rica's credit union as of December 
1993.18 The original methodology and software for this study were provided by WOCCU, which 

- 

canied out the study for year 1992. In addition to technical assistance fiom WOCCU, AUDICOOP has 
received technical support from the Federation of Credit Unions of Gennany through an agreement not - 
financed by the Mission. 

The following arc examples of WOCCU's technical assistance in this area: 

Preparing financial and economic performance indicators 
Evaluating the cre,4it unions' provisions for bad loans 
Collaborating on the preparation of an accounting manual 
Preparing a prudential supervision inspection manual 
Inviting a member of the staff of the National Credit Union Administration to share with 
Fedecrkdito his experience on mergers of credit unions. 

AGEF has initiated preparatory work to perform prudential regulation and supervision of credit 
unions. A new organizational unit has been put in place to perform this function. AGEF has completed 
a diagnosis of the credit union sector and has defined its computerization needs, including hardware 
requirements, with an estimated cost of $166,000. The Mission informed us that funding for this 
purpose was eliminated fiom the revised project budget. 

AUDICOOP has maintained communication with AGEF regarding AUDICOOP's support for 
prudential regulation activities. However, no concrete coordination arrangement has yet been 
established, possibly because AGEF is not yet ready to discuss this matter. In order to focus their 
support for thc credit unions on those aspects that are more important for AGEF, AUDICOOP and 
Fedecredito must at least be informed of AGEF's priorities and basic approach regarding regulations 
and prudential supervision for credit unions. For now the most important priority for Fedecridito is to 
help the largest credit unions implement improved financial management systems and financial 
solvency protection policies. 

th a total of 57 participants, between April 1993 and April 1994 
WOCCU provided Fedecridito with 22 msnagement courses totaling approximately 52,400 
participant-hours, an average of 503 participant-days per month (assuming 8 hours of training per day). 

18Esrudiojinanciero de las Cooperarivas, Audicoop, 3 1 de diciembre , 1993. 



The courses covered a wide range of managerial subjects such as organizational diagnosis, negotiation 
strategies, planning, credit, marketing, and bank management. In addition, one person received training 
in the audidng of comp~terized~data processing systems and another 15 persons received training for 5 
months in English as a second language. 

Fedecrldito personnel themselves have been providing credit unions with a significant amount of 
training financed by the credit union movement. For example, in 1993 Fedccrtdito delivered 26 
corn& totaling approximately 5 l7,OOO participant-hours of tmining, an average of 5,385 participant- 
days per month. These courses, attended by key personnel from the credit unions, covered a wide: range 
of subjects. In addition, through the National University, Fedecredito provided an intermittent course 
on credit union management for 17 leaders of 15 credit unions. 

There have been no surveys or interviews of past course participants to d e t d e  the extent to 
which the new knowledge gained through the courses has been applied (Iack of follow-up is common 
in most training programs). However, we have reason to believe the training has been useful. 
Fed&dito personnel commented favorably on the courses delivered with project funds. In addition, 
all three credit union managers interviewed commented favorably on the usefirlness of the courses that 
they either attended or oversaw. 

Movement- wide Information System 

A movement-wide information system has not yet been established The design and implementation of 
this system involve three major steps: 

Standardizing an accounting system and statements of savings and loans for individual clients 
Allowing the electronic transfer of funds to allow credit unions to process basic financial 
intermediation transaction on behalf of other credit unions 
Establishing a system to access credit referral infomation about individual members of credit 
unions. 

Implementation of the overall system will take time. AUDICOOP recently finished the design of 
- 

- 

the accounting system and Fedecridito just began providing support to a few selected credit unions for - 
the implementation of the system. The electronic system has yet to be designed. Fedecrldito also plans 

- 

to integrate into the system credit card transactions and automatic teller machines. An assessment and 
recommendations regarding the planning framework for this project were prepared by consultant 
Alvaro Garcia. - 

Fedecridito should review the design or instructions for the computerization of the accounting - 
system. One of the credit unions interviewed informed us that they had had difficulty implementing the 
computerized accounting system because of problems with the nomenclature of accounts. The general - 

manager indicated that he will be able to solve the problem because he himself has substantial 
expertise in computerized data processing systems. Other credit unions that do not have such expertise 
will probably have trouble implementing this system. 

Financial Stability and Long-term Viability 

Sipificant progress has been made in putting in place the central liquidity facility and in designing 
improved policies and managerial systems& stepping stones in the process of ensuring the credit 
unions' solvency and long-term viability. 

Key outputs achieved are as foIlows: (1) the central liquidity facility is hnctioning at the Caja 
Cenml; and (2) out of 13 credit unions facing extremely serious financial problems at the beginning of 
the project, at least 8 have improved their situation and are now considered financially viable entities. 



Standard norms for credit operations, including portfolio classification and provision for bad loans, 
have been developed; so far, four credit unions have implemented them. 

In addition to helping Caja Central design and implement its operating manuals, WOCCU has 
provided Fedecridito with suppore in technical assistance activities for the credit unions. The following 
are the main activities in which WOCCU was involved: 

Evaluation of the credit unions' credit systems and preparation of a credit manual and 
assistance for its implementation in 16 credit unions 
Updating of financial policies 
Planning and budgeting methodologies 
Advisory services on the management of credit cards, with emphasis on prevention measures 
against b u d  
Marketing studies for eight credit unions 
Credit analysis training to improve the analytical skills of managers and credit officers 
Preparation of manuals for cash management, financial planning, and management of assets 
and liabilities. 

WOCCU also provided Fcdecddito with technical assistance in the design of policies and the basic 
fiamework for establishing a stabilization fund. The objective of this fund is to rescue fiom bankruptcy 
those credit unions that may be affected by uncontrollable events such as natural catastrophes. 
However, Fedecdito has performed a diagnosis determining that implementation of the fund is not 
currently feasible. 

Similarly, a WOCCU study recommended not implementing the savings protection program or 
insurance facility at this time because of the lack of prudential regulation and supervision and the need 
to improve the financial administration and financial discipline of the credit unions. 

WOCCU's Technical Support 

Our opinion is that WOCCU's technical support services have been very usell. Study tours enhanced 
the knowledge of government authorities and credit union leaders on the need for and implementation 
of prudential regulation and supervision. Technical assistance for the Caja Central was helpll in 
strengthening the Caja Central's managerial and operational capability. In-country training and technical 
assistance in the design and implementation of standardized financial management and credit systems 
for the credit unions have improved Fedecridito's ability to deliver useful technical assistance services 
for credit unions. Fedecridito pe r so~e l  interviewed consider that WOCCU's technical assistance and 
training services have been usefui, but expensive. 

Bewcen November 24,1992 and July 3 1,1994, WOCCU provided approximately 794 person- 
days of technical services at a cost of $987,454.19 WOCCU's long-term consultant provided a level of 
effort of 462 person-days, equivalent to 58 percent of the total level of effort. The total cost includes 
375,000 for study tours and approximately S44,000 paid to SDID. The average cost per person-month 
is about $27,000. 

Although the average cost per person-month of $27,000 (as of August 3 1, 1994) appears high. it 
- docs not seem out of the usual cost range in comparison with similar projects when one takes into 

account the following factors, using accounting cost data provided by WOCCU. - - 

- - - 
- 

- - 
- I9Data f?om WOCCU. 



Level of Ehrt 

The LOE used tbr computing the overall average cost of S27,OOO per person-month includes only the 
LOE provided directly by WOCCU through long-term perso~el(2  1.5 person-months) and short-term 
consultants (1 5.1 person-months), It reflects neither the LOE provided by institutions conawted by 
WOCCU to deliver training nor the LOE provided by WOCCU's staff under the budget line item 
"technicid support." The average cost per person-month Mls to 521,844 when the cost of technical 
services contracted by WOCCU is subtracted f?om the overall cost of 3987,454. 

WOCCU delivered study tours and subcontracted with the Institute Centroamericano de 
Administration de Empresas (INCAE) certain in-country training activities. The cost i n d  for these 
activities is reflected in the statement of expenditures under the line item "training" and amounts to 
S144,953, which is equivalent to $3960 per person-month. The statement of expenditures shows an 
amount of $43,791 paid to SDID for technical and training services subcontracted with this 
organization. This amount is equivalent to $1,196 per person-month. 

Home Office Technical Support 

The home office technical support provided by WOCCU amounts to S114,730 and is equivalent to 
33,135 per person-month. The amount of $1 14,730 is also equivalent to 45 percent of the total cost 
represented by the sum of the line items "salaries (long-term personnel)" plus "salaries (short-term 
consultants)" plus "fihge benefits." This percentage is high in comparison with most projects of a 
similar nature with which we are acquainted. However, WOCCU's technical support Fedecridito was 
conceived with a high dependence on home office technic31 support. This can be observed by analyzing 
the cost structure of the obligated budget. The line item "home office technical support" of the 
obligated budget amounts to S177,181 and is equivalent to 106 percent of the total for salaries, 
consultants, and h g e s  of $166,000. WOCCU informed the evaluator that the line item "home office 
technical support" includes not only salaries and firinges incurred in the provision of home office 
support, but also other direct cost items associated with the support p r o v i d e k c h  as delivery, 
telecommuniccitions, travel, and translations-which represent approximately 35 percent of the home 
office technical support cost. 

Our opinion is that the overall cost of technical assistance and training services provided by 
WOCCU falls into the highest part of the cost range that could be expected fiom similar United 
States-based providers of similar services in Costa Rica. 

Pro/ect PIanning and Monitoring 

Both Fedecrkdito and AUDICOOP have documented project progress fairly well. At this stage of 
implementation, the general content of the studies performed and the methods and procedures designed 
can be classified as between good and very good fiom the point of view of their relevance and 
usehhess. A quick review of a sample of analytical documents did not reveal any technical errors.=O 
However, some particular areas need a more in-depth analysis. For example, 

The baseline study on cndit unions would have been more useful if ie had provided a 
comparative analysis on members and nonmembers of FedecrCdito 
Certain parts of some of the analysis performed should analyze dam in real terms - - 
~ o r m w k '  credit concentration aspects should be verified during inspections. 

20~UDICOOP, Base Line Sttrt+, 1994, and Inspection Report of Coocique. R.L., September 12, 1994. 



The project annual planning documents communicate well what Fedecridito and AUDICOOP 
want to achieve. However, the planning methodology needs to be improved to produce more realistic 
plans. Furthermore, some of the indicators used with regard to the implementation of new methods and 
manuals by the credit unions need clarification. For example, the accounting manual should not be 
considered Wly implemented until the credit union is able to generate financial statements and 
supplementary reports in a timely manner and without errors. Before the manual is l l l y  implemented, 
the implementation status could be expressed as, for example, a "new accounting manual in the process 
of implementation: basic training completed and on-the-job training through simulations in progress; 2 
months away f?om full implementation." Work plans should spell out not only the time h e ,  but also 
the level of effort that Fedecridito will commit itself to providing during such a time fiame. We can 
anticipate that the level of effort and time h e  required h m  Fedecrldito will vary among credit 
unions. 

Fedecredito should develop technical support work plan models for various groups of credit unions 
classified according to the extent the credit unions' own institutional capability to implement the 
innovations that should be adopted I .  this manner, Fedecridito's planning process would be more 
efficient. 

A computerized system should be developed to monitor both the technical assistance work plans 
for credit unions and the implementation of new methods and technologies. The immediate objective of 
the technical assistance work plans is the credit unions' adoption of new methods and technologies. 
Reports from the system would facilitate the evaluation of the technical assistance efficacy and 
efficiency. 

Conclusions 
Our most important conclusions may be summarized as follows: 

Fedecrkdito's concept to expand the range of financial services for credit unions is sound as 
long as the financial services established are really needed and the subsidiaries can opefate ' 

profitably. Profits fiom the subsidiaries are the only certain source of fimding to finance the 
credit unions' technical assistance needs. 

High-level decisionmaking authority and oversight functions across the overall Fedecridito 
system are concentrated to an extent that might not be healthy for the system. We believe there 
is a need for at least some regulation either limiting the concentration of authority or reducing 
the risks inherent in such a concentration. 

The credit unions' institutional debt over the loan portfolio of 40 percent is high under the 
current circumstances. Fedecridito and the credit unions should establish some guidelines and 
self-regulation regarding both debt in local Costa Rican currency and foreign currency. 

AGEF, in coordination with the Institute de Fomento Cooperativo (INFOCOOP), should 
establish prudential regulation and supervision measures to reduce the potential risks derived 
from concentration of net debtors on the boards of credit unions. Innovative prudential 
regulation should also be enacted to ensure that credit unions function with an adequate capital 
base of permanent capital. 

Although the project's intended final outputs are far fiom being achieved, the implementation 
activities carried out so far are consistent with the objectives and outputs established in the 
project design and a_ereements. Overall progress so far is satisfactory, especially in 
management training. 



The parrial outputs achieved so far in the area of prudential supervision should be useftl for 
implementing AUDICOOP's prudential supexvision mandate. AUDICOOP has a M y  
performed financial and operaaonai inspections of a few credit unions. Intermediate project 
outputs have been genemed toward the goals of financial stability and long-term viability of 
credit unions, especially the implementation of the central liquidity fhility. New methods and 
procedures have been designed to standardized financial planning, control, and reporting, as 
well as some aspects of credit systems. WOCCU's technical assistance and training services 
ham been useM in the design and development of thee  improvements. 

Then is a need to improve project planning and monitoring, as well as to monitor the credit 
unions' implementation of new or improved systems designed for their use. A computerized 
system should be used to monitor technical assistance for credit unions. 

Priorities for Phase II 
Project priorities for Phase II should address the need to adopt an improved project planning and 

' 

monitoring methodology. Tec!mical assistance to subsidiaries should concentrate on strengthening the 
credit unions' capacity for iinancial intermediation and Fedecridito's ability to deliver technical 
assistance. Technical assistance to credit unions should focus on ensuring financial viability and on 
adhering to prudential regulation. 

Technical Assistance to FedecMito 

Although the project implementation plan proposed by Fedecridito for the period April 1994-June 
1995 addresses important issues and modernization needs, more planning is necessary to ensure that 
the final plan is realistic considering the established time h e .  The endsf-project status indicators 
(EOPS) should be defined in more concrete terms to ensure accountability and effective project 
monitoring. Also, the level of effort required should be estimated to ensure the timely availability of 
technical personnel. In addition, Fedecridito should 

Establish implementation priorities 
Review the tasks' implementation sequence 
Prepare a more detailed work plan that is easier to monitor. 

There are some high priority tasks that are not included in Fedecridito's plan. These include 
determining (1) strategies or means to ensure that credit unions function with "real-capital" adequacy 
and (2) the legal and practical viability of establishing norms to ensure that adminisnative councils act 
as m e  leaders seeking to maintain and protect the f m c i a l  solvency of the credit unions, rather than 
display a bias in favor of net debtors. Special studies will also be needed to supply AGEF with 
objective feedback on the pace, stages, and time h e  for the implementation of prudential regulation 
noms. Fedecredito's competence in project management should be enhanced by establishing a 
computerized project monitoring system. 

The most important project objective regarding the Fedecridito's owned entities should be to (1) 
develop the Caja Central's technical capabilities to provide new savings mobilization services to credit 
unions and to manage finds established to meet various investors' needs such as special retirement 
accounts, and (2) improve Fedecredito's technical assistance plaDnin,o, monitoring, and outreach to 
expedite the credit unions' implementation of standard management systems and prudential regulation 
noms. 



In addition, Fedec+dito's proposed electronic communication network is an important innovation 
that should receive project suppon even if it is not possible to complete its mplementation during the 
rest of the life of the project, We recommend that Fedecridito obtain the following technical support: 

WOCCU or an institutional contractor should perfom a final review of Fedecridito's network 
needs and conceptualization of the system 
An institutional conuactor should determine the basic system configuration and software 
requirements and prepare detailed TOR for the design of the overall system spelling out 
implementation priorities for the system applications 
Another institutional contractor should carry out the system design and implementation under a 
turnkey contract 
WOCCU, through its own p e r s o ~ e l  or through a subcontract with another organization of the 
credit union movement should help Ftdecrklito in the supervision of the institutional 
contractors mentioned above. 

A final issue that should be studied is the high concentration of authority in Fedecridito's board and 
oversight committee for subsidiaries. This problem could be addressed by simply establishing in 
Fedecrkdito's bylaws that no individual can be a member of more than one oversight committee. In this 
manner, a better system of checks and balances can be achieved while at the same time retaining the 
administrative councils' cunent structure and establishing some norms of self-regulation. 

Credit Unions 

During the rest of the life of the project, the most important objectives for the credit unions are (1) to 
protect and strengthen their own financial solvency and (2) to complete the implementation of standard 
polices, norms, and operating systems in order to improve management effectiveness and to control 
adherence to prudential regulation. Fedecredito's highest support priorities for the credit unions should 
include 

Developing innovative saving mobilization products and marketing strategies 
Improving financial and credit policies 
Implementing standard prudential no= and operational and internal control systems to 
strengthen managerial efficacy and improve accountability 
Developing coordination arrangements between AUDICOOP and AGEF to ensure that 
AUDICOOP is able to provide usefbl support for AGEF. 

In addition, the project should finance studies related to various important issues that should be 
addressed in the short run. One such study should explore ways to both foster saving habits and 
balance the influence of net debtors in the administrative councils. It might be feasible to require that 
administrative councils comprise a mix of net debtors and net savers to reduce the influence of net 
debtors, or that members of the administrative council keep a debt-to-savings ratio below a cemin a 
amount. 

Similarly, a study should be canied out to determine and establish a strategy to increase the credit 
unions' permanent capital. Possible options include 

Establishing that capital conmbutions established on the mount of loans provided will not be 
repurchased by the credit union itself under any circumstance; rather, they would have to be - 

sold to other members of the credit union at a price negotiated benveen the purchaser and 
buyer 



a Eaumarking a significant percentage of profits (excedentes) to go to increasing the permanent 
capital 
A combination of both of the above options. 

A way must immediately be found to separate the financial intermediation services fiom 
"multiservice" credit unions. This study should include a legal analysis, as well as m w m h t i o n  of the 
financial impiications of the divestiture. 

Recommendations h m  these studies will have to be discussed at length with the credit unions in 
order to analyze possible impact on a case by case basis. Implementation of the recommendations will 
have to be carried out gradually. 

MICFIOENTERPRISE COMPONENT 

Major Findings 

Strategy for intmducfng innovative Approaches to Client Servitx 

The purpose of the microenterprise component is t~ give expanding numbers of small and 
microentreprencurs increased access to financial services. Funds will be locally generated, with as little 
external subsidy as possible. 

According to the FSP project paper, this component will generate two outputs helping the financial 
sector to meet the need of project clientele for fbncial  services: 

1. Management of other financial intermediaries will be improved through technical assistance 
and training, resulting in a better quality of services. 

2. Innovative approaches to improving services to the project clientele will be tested in 
cooperation with a range of financial institutions. 

With technical assistance it is assumed that managers of PVOs serving the project clientele will 
strengthen their operating efficiency, planning, and financial controls. The assistance is intended to 
anticipate sector development, allowing these more efficient and aggressive institutions to be better 
positioned to attend increasing levels of services. Among the topics to be covered by such training are 
asset arid liability management, haccial control, data processing for portfolio control, staff incentives, 
and decent~alized decision-making. 

The FSP project paper provided a variety of examples of financial innovations that could be tested 
during project implementation by financial cooperatives and PVOs working in collabontion with 
private banks. For example, the document mentioned project assistance to facilitate the presentation of 
a financial PVO to a private bank. This might involve grouping PVO portfolios together to circumvent 
bank aversion to working with individual small-scale savers and borrowers that the banks might 
otherwise shun as unprofitable. Commercial banks would thus have the opportunity to develop 
relationships with small-scaIe entrepreneurs, and the entrepreneurs would gain a foothold in the formal 
financial system. 

The project design did not establish any specific sequence for the implementation of the two broad 
o~itputs of this component. During the implementation phase, OSU, the project contractor, after 
evaluating the institutional weaknesses of the PVOs to be assisted, stron,aIy recommended 
concentrating the project's initial efforts in strengthening the capabilities of ACORDE. FNCA, and 



Avance in management, strategic planning, internal procedures and controls, portfolio management, 
and other areas before moving on to innovations. 

As a consequence of this strategy, a significant amount of the outputs reported correspond to 
activity in technical assistance and training, whereas a lesser amount correspond to activity in 
innovation. 

ACORDE 

The Asociacion Costarricense para Organizaciones de Desarrollo (ACORDE) was established in 1987 
as a nonprofit umbrella organization providing credit and technical assistance to PVOs. The PVOs, in 
turn, supplied credit, training, and technical assistance directly to small and microenterprises. 

Until the beginning of the FSP, ACORDE, operating under its initial mission and strategy, 
provided PVOs with credit at subsidized interest rates. (This was in addition to subsidies to cover the 
PVOs' operating deficits.) As a matter of policy, neither ACORDE nor the PVOs had real concern for 
their self-sufficiency and long-term financial viability. 

In June 1992 the Academia, as its initial approach for its technical assistance to ACORDE, 
evaluated ACORDE's financial position, policies, and administrative stmcture. The evaluation 
recommended a broad range of changes to the organization's mission, strategic planning, credit policy, 
technical assistance delivery strategy, and administrative structure. Among the most important were 
that ACORDE should 

Place as its most important goal its own self-sufficiency and long-tenn viability 
Commit the greater part of its resources to lending at market interest rates that would allow 
ACORDE to recover operational costs including loan losses, cost of bds, and inflation costs 
Reduce its general and administrative expenses as a percentage of loan portfolio 
Concentrate its lending efforts and technical assistance on those PVOs showing best clientele 
outreach and highest probability of achieving self-sufficiency. 

In helping ACORDE implement these and related recommendations, the Academia's most 
important instnunent consisted of an operating plan model against which monthly results may be 
compared, thus assuring senior management that financial and operational targets m being met. 
ACORDE's general manager gave high marks to the Academia's technical assistance, which he . 
considered most beneficial for the organization. 

Our evaluation of ACORDE's latest results shows improvements. ACOFt.DE increased its average 
interest rates fiom 20.2 percent in December 1993 to 23.04 percent in August 1994. General and 
administrative expenses as a percentage of loan portfolio have decreased fiom 16. i percent in 1992 to 
7.1 percent in August 1994. In 1991 ACORDE provided financing to 40 PVOs; currently, 26 
organizations are in its portfolio, of which six are cooperatives. 

To improve its cost-effectiveness, ACORDE should eliminate fiom its technical assistance 
program those organizations that fail to (1) demonstrate a willingness to follow ACORDE's technical 
recomnmdations vJithoui good reason or (2) rrmake adequate pmgfess towad achieving Anancia1 self- 
sufficiency. We believe that ACORDE should establish institutional progress milestones for each of the 
organizations receiving its technical assistance and periodically review the progress made by the 
organizations. Those organizations unable to justify their failure to reach the milestones should be 
removed from the program. 

Although technical assistance has so far been limited to subcontracting specific services needed, no 
follow-up is being done on the implementation of subcontractor recommendations. A reduced number 
of PVOs would permit ACORDE to effectively supervise the implementation of recommendations. 



- 
I 

ACORDE should also increase its current snffwith a supervisor who periodically would visit these 

The Fundacion Intern Campesina @INCA) was founded in 1984 as a nonprofit organization working 
exclusively through nual village banks. Among Costa Rican PVOs, FlNCA is considered to serve the 
greatest number of microentqriscs, with more than 3,000 beneficiaries and 210 village banks at the 
end of 1993. 

An analysis of the organization by the Academia at the b e g h h g  of the project revealed that, 
although FINCA has had relative success in providing credit and technical assistance to a substantial 
clientele, there was a nced for significant adjustments to the orgdnization's policy and management to 
secure its financial self-sufficiency and future growth. Based on those findings, the Academia has since 
the beginning of the project been providing institutionai strengthening assistance to FINCA. 

As part of that assistance, an organizational manual was prepared that emphasized the 
decentralization of FINCA's decision-making structure. Several efforts have been made toward this 
goal. However, as reported by the ~cademia-aud c o n f i e d  during this evaluation, most of FLNCA's 
administrative decisions are still centered on its Executive Director. For this PVO to successfilly grow - 

from its cwent portfolio to 400-600 banks, as projected by the organization, it must decentralize its - 
current organizational structure. 

The Academia also provided financial assistance in the form of strategic fhncial projections for - 

alternative means of attaining self-sufficiency, We found the document showing the projection to be of - 

high quality, noting only that it should have been delivered to FINCA with adequate narrative 
implementation instructions to facilitate its understanding and execution, especially at the middle- - 

management level. Even though FINCA has continued improving its financial position to the point at 
which it covered 96 percent of its operational costs in 1993, to reach the projected goal the organization 
needs to increase its portfolio. 

For an institution of its size and operational complexity, FINCA must also have at its disposal an 
efficient mechanized management information system @lI S). Since 199 1 FINCA has been snuggling 
with the progpmnhg and installation of a system donated by the IDB that is still not fbctioning. The 
impact of this deficiency (currently being resolved) on FNCA's results is not easy to quantify, but has 
doubtless been substantial. 

organizations to provide supervision and guidance on these matters. 

FINCA 

Considering future growth plans and current management weabesses, it is recommended that 
FWCA strengthen its management structure with a high-ranking professional. This would permit the 
executive director to delegate a considerable amount of work in the areas of M I S  and financial analysis - 

and control. The hired professional will assume direct responsibility on certain specific operational 
activities. However, because FECA is not yet financially self-sufficient, it would have to depend on a - 

grant to finance the cost of a high-ranking professional. 
- 

The p n t  ageement specifically designated Avance Microempresarial (Avarice) as one of the PVOs - 
receiving training and technical assistance in order to improve its institutional capability to serve its 

- 

expanding clientele. 
An institutional assessment of the organization carried out by the Academia revealed serious . 

weaknesses in the organization's portfolio. These weaknesses included anearages of over 30 percent as - 
well as organizational deficiencies, operational deficits, and negative net worth. As technical assistance, 



- 
the Academia prepared an organizational manual, a portfolio collection manual, and strategic financial - 
projections for alternative operational solutions to attain self-sufficiency. 

- However, because of Avance's poor compliance with Academia recommendations, the contractor 
suspended technical assistance to Avance in 1994. Some improvements in Avance's financial position 

- were recently reported, such as a slight reduction in its portfolio arrearage fiom 40.0 percent to 32.6 
- 

percent--but also reported was a decrease in the number of customers fiom approximately 1,600 to 
600. According to its general manager, the organization is not expected to break even with positive 
income monthly results until March or April of 1995, and its current negative net worth will not be 
overcome until 1998. 

Considering those expectations, the project's limited time W e ,  and Avance's poor compliance 
with the Academia's recommendations, it is recommended that no fbrther assistance be provided to 
Avance. 

Banco Nacional de Costa R i a  

- 
The FSP project paper stated that no financial or technical assistance should be provided to state- 
owned banks. However, considering the limited and uneven experimce with the PVOs selected and the 
substantial amount of credit to small farmers disbursed by Banco Nacional, the Mission agreed that 
some assistance be given to such banks. 

- Banco Nacioml performed an investigation on the Juntas Rurales de Cridito, which have existed 
as a mechanism to channel k d s  to small rural farmers since 1914. The study concluded that the 
number of small farmers served has declined in recent years h m  approximately 25,000 in the 1960s 
to 7,000 in 1992, but that Banco Nacional still constituted an important source of funding for small 

- 

farmers. The study also reported that since August 1993 the bank has initiated a new small business 
loan program serving artisans, small industrial producers, and small business and commerce. The study 

1 recommended that in order to expand its customer base and attain branch self-sufficiency, the bank 
should adapt its previous experience to new lending technology and financial services at market interest 

- 
rates and low transaction costs. 

- 
On the basis of these findings, we recornrncnd that the Academia assist Banco Nacional in 

designing a specialized branch for small businesses and farmers as a pilot project, applying innovative 
approaches to providing new financial services to small and microbusinesses, We also recommend 
studies analyzing 

The characteristics of small and microenterprise customers financed under the bank's personal 
loans and credit card programs; this will determine bank participation in the small business 

I market through these programs. (A bank officer interviewed estimates that much greater 
numbers of loans could be provided through these programs.) 

- 
Why customers are willing to pay market interest rates instead of demanding loans through the 
instimtion-subsidized small farmerhusiness pro,pms. 

- 

Banco Popular 

The Banco Popular also was not included in the original project design. As a result of its peculiar le_eal 
strucnue, this bank its considered neither a wholly owned state bank nor a private bank. Its strength in 
the Costa Rican financial system and the number of loans provided to small borrowers made advisable 

- - an assessment of its financial condition and credit policies. 
- The bank has 18 branches nationwide and is owned at least nominally by about 800,000 workers. 

Currently its portfolio includes approximately 100,000 loans, of which 4,000 are estimated by its 



general manager to be small-producer loans. According to the Academia. the bank's excrn?tioa fiom 
both deposit reserve requirements and certain local taxes allows it to charge subsidized interest rates 
that distort the market and reduce the ability of other market players, including PVOs, to charge red 
interest rates. Approval of the financial n f o m  presented to the Costa Rican Congress would 
fmsform the institution into a private bank subject to reserve requirements and taxes. 

The bank requires certain assistance to determine its credit and interest rate policies. Also, senior 
management pe&onnel have expressed interest in assistance to mate  a second-&ory lending window 
for PVOs to provide credits for small and microenterprises in a fashion similar to the loan recently 
approved to FINCA for the amount of 41.0 million colones. 

As mentioned previously, the change in strategy resulting fiom the PVOs' operational weaknesses 
delayed the research and implementation of project innovations. To date, reported innovations include 

The design of the Certificados de Aportacih Patrimonial (CAP) implemented in approximately 
20 FINCA community banks (bancomwrales) 
The design of guidelines for implementing the securitization of mortgages and other types of 
loans 
The credit approved by Banco Popular to FINCA for 41.0 million colones, in which the 
Academia played an important role. 

For the second phase of the project, the Academia estimates it will assist FINCA in increasing the 
number of village banks implementing CAPS &om 20 to 100. Also, efforts will be made to implement 
credit securitization at Banco Hipotecario. The decision to initiate the testing of this innovation at a 
mortgage bank was based on the fact that this type of loan packaging is more easily adapted to 
portfolios that by nature are long-term and basically similar in terms and conditions. After this 
experiment has been completed, it will be simpler to package other types of loans, such as small 
business financing. Important innovative experiments can also be expected from the assistance to 
Banco Nacional and Banco Popular. 

Research and Dissemination 

Outputs have consisted of direct research and dissemination on Costa Rica microenterprise fmancing, 
management training, and institutional strengthening. 

Two books on the subject have been published, more than 40 technical articles and operational 
manuals have been written, and five seminars have been delivered to 359 participants. We have 
reviewed several chapters of the books published and a considerable amount of technical articles, all of 
generally excellent professional quality. 

Other activities 

Two specific activities were fbnded directly with Mission resources: 

A trip in March 1992 to Indonesia with PVOs and local bankers to examine the - - 

microenterprise lending systems implemented in that country 
- 

A trip in April 1994 to review the lending experience of BancoSol in Bolivia. 



Conclusions 

Retrospective Analysis 

Consistency of Realized Outputs with Original Project Objectives 

The FSP's goal is to increase access by Costa Rican households, small businesses, and farmers to a full 
:.age of financial s e ~ c e s  in order to stimulate, savings, investment, and economic growth. 

The Costa Rican financial system has the potential to meet the needs of large and small clients 
through an improved financial intermediation system capable of growing and contributing to production 
and incomes. However, the system needs to overcome a range of deficiencies at all levels of the 
financial sector, including complicated procedures and rigidity, poor financial information, controls, 
and management weakness. All are being addressed by this project. 

Efforts to solve these problems at the macroeconomic and political levels fall under the policy 
analysis and dissemination component of this project. The purpose of the microenterprise component 
was defined at the operational level as increasing institutional efficiency through technical assistance, 
training, and testing of innovations. 

The approach of OSU and the Academia to achieving the goals of this component comprises three 
parts: 

1. Research, and dissemination of findings, on the political and economic factors limiting the 
growth of financial services to small scale borrowers and savers 

2. Technical assistance to the PVOs and banks already mentioned 
3. Research and experimentation for the creation of innovative mechanism for financial service 

delivery. 

The decision initially to place institutional strengthening before innovations was appropriate: it 
would not have made sense to concentrate on innovations in institutions burdened by questionable 
management and weak financial viability. However, this change in strategy delayed research and 
implementation of project innovations. It is expected that during implementation of the second phase of 
the project, the contractor will assign more resources to hlfilling project targets for innovation. 

Research outputs have been substantial and of excellent quality. However, during the first three 
years only five seminars were given, with a total of 359 participants. Because education on market 
rigidities and imperfections is an important tool for change, we recommend that existing research 
publications be more widely disseminated. 

Quantitative Evaluation of Project Performance 

The FSP project paper logtiame (see Appendix C) mentions only two specific activities related to the 
project purpose as verifiable indicators of this component: (1) improved management of institutions 
serving small savers and borrowers and (2) creation of six innovative mechanisms for financial service 
delivery. 

As expressed in the Outputs Achieved section earlier in this chapter, institutional support was 
provided to ACORDE, FINCA, and Avance, resulting in substantial progess in cases of the frrst two 

- organizations. Also, research was done a1 Banco Nacional de Costa Rica and Banca Popular. Except 
- for the support to Avance, these efforts should continue in Phase I1 of the project. 
- 

Innovations have so far have been limited to the design of the CAPS implemented in approximately 
20 FINCA bancomunales, and the design of guidelines for implementing securitization of mortgages 
and other types of loans. Even though not mentioned as such by the Academia, we could also consider 



o successful innovation the disbursement of a loan for 41.0 million colones by Banco Popular to - 
- FNCA in which the Academia played an important intennediay role. 
- - 

Qualitative Evaluation of Project Pe~ihrtnance 

All participants, including Banco Naciod and Banco Popular, have issued excellent reports on the 
- 

quality and effectiveness of the technical assistance received. Impiementation has in some cases been 

1 delayed or suspended, as was the case of the FINCA promoters incentive plan, which was discontinued 
for lack of lending resources. Avance gave the Academia's assistance high marks but was suspended 
from the program by the Academia because of poor compliance with technical assistance 
recommendations. 

Pmgress Toward Achievement of Project Objectives 

Although some progress has been made toward achieving project objectives, a great deal of targets 
remain to be met if project goals are to be reached. 

Overall, the most significant achievements at the PVO level have been 

The recognition of the importance of lending at red interest rates 
The acceptance of the self-sufficiency concept 
The implementation of strategies to achieve such goals. 

Only ACORDE and, perhaps, FINCA appear to be e l y  important PVOs in t e r n  of financial viabiIity 
and number of customers. 

At the PVOs receiving technical assistance, the importance of lending bt red interest has been 
understood. However, more work is needed for this concept to take hold as a matter of national policy, 
especially at Banco Nacional and Bauco Popular. Banco Nacionai's interest rate for its new small 
business program is priced at the market basic rate (tara bkicapasiva) with no additional points. 
Similarly, Banco Popular, because of its privileged market position, usually c h g o s  below market rates 
also. Unless a shift in policy occurs, the large size of these banks and the large number of smallscale 
loans they operate will eventually reduce the PVOs' ability to increase their market share. 

According to ACORDE's general manager, the number of borrowers served by all PVOs under its 
umbrella was at the time of the evaluation approximately 6,300. He attriiuted 4,000 of these to 
FNCA, leaving only 2,300 borrowers attended by 19 or_e&tions. This shows that, with the 
exception of FINCA, most of the PVOs are small and their market penetration has been relatively 
insignificant. Therefore, Banco Nacional and Banco Popular's participation in the project is important 
for reaching a larger number of small savers and borrowers. 

Project Component Considerations for Phase I1 

Project Support Limitations 

The _pnt  agreement signed on May 3 1, 199 1, specified a project assistance completion date (PA CPSr\ 
of June 30, 1995. An important factor in analyzing project support limitations is the fact that USNU + 

Costa Rica ltfission will be closing in approximately June 1996, and that their expressed preference is 
to terminate the project by December 1993. 

Project Strategy and Priorities 

The limited amount of project output to date susgests that by the PACD (June 20, 1993) all services 
projected under the microenterprise component will not be completed, and that in normal conditions an 





- 

4. Comments on Planned Phase I1 Design and 
Recommendations 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS 

I 

Policy Analysis and Reform Component 
In general, the evaluation team concurs with the Phasc II plans the USAID Mission and FSP 
management have already established for this component." Our only major criticism of these plans is 
that insufficient provision is being made for public dissemination and for the contributions that the FSP 

- is uniquely positioned to make toward ensuring the continuity and the quality of public debate on 
financial sector policy issues in Costa Rica. 

As expressed earlier, we believe such public debate to be all-important in bringing about the 
consensus needed before decisive action can be taken on the fundamental policy issues that still need to 
be resolved in Costa Rica today. Until such consensus is created, whether by deliberate action or by the 
advent of crisis, the weight of inertia is likely to continue to burden the making of policy. In our view, 

- the support of public debate should receive at least equal weight as the other two planned areas of 
activity for the FSP's policy component, namely, (1) advisory services to the Central Bank and the 

- legislature and (2) issue-oriented policy analyses. 
A major concern arises fiom the planned phaseout of the A.I.D. program in Costa Rica, which will 

significantly shorten the life of the FSP. As noted earlier, effecting legislative action as wide-sweeping 
as is needed to bring about permanent change in the structure of the Costa Rican financial system is 
always a slow process in a real democracy. Unfortunately-again, in part because of delays in getting 
the FSP started on schedulesome of the fundamental legislative proposals developed with project 

- assistance during the previous administration did not come to a vote during the previous congress, 
despite having been reported out favorably by the special committee organized to study financial sector 
reforms. Inevitably, it will take several months before the new administration and congress, both 
recently installed in May 1994, can come to grips with these existing legislative proposals and have 
time to consider alternatives that they will undoubtedly want to review. 

As things cunently stand, much will have to happen within the 12 months making up the final year 
of the FSP. Otherwise, an inevitable risk exists that much of the ground that has been arduously gained 
over the last three years will again be lost. Some means to provide for the continuation of activity on 
financial sector development beyond 1995-particularly as pertains to stimulating public debate and 
maintaining the momentum for continuous improvement-would, in our view, be hi&ly desirable. 

One proposal that merits serious consideration by USAID/Costa Rica is the endowment of a 
specialized association that would bring together and provide a permanent forum for those already 
existing groups that are most interested in financial sector development. Such an association would - 

- "These plans are described briefly in Chapter 3 in the secrion Policy Analysis and Reform Component, 
Considerations for Phase II. 



conduct 3 systematic debate aimed at highlighting key issues and bringing about the general consensus 
that is needed before such issues can be efiectively addressed by the couaay's politic31 leadership. Far 
b m  constituting a new institution in itself, the idea is to establish a fonun within which existing 
institutions can bring their views and concerns to the attention of other interested parties in a systematic 
and serious way-and where the main elements under debate, and the rationale supporting the 
consensus that is achieved, can be effectively communicated to decision-makers, opinion-makers, and 
the public at large. 

As summarized in Exhibit 4-1, the proposed Costa Rican Forum for Financial Sector Development 
would be dedicated to organizing research, dissemination, and promotional activities designed to 
support the expansion and continuous development of Costa Rican financial markets and institutions 
through 

Technical development and technology transfer 
Institutional dcvtlopment and strengthening of human resources, and 
The continuous modernization of the legal and regulatory h e w o r k  governing the Costa 
Rican financial system, in order to ensure its ability to achieve and maintain adequate levels of 
service, measured in terms of coverage, efficiency, transparency and security. 

Under the leadership of a core group that might include the Academia, a founding membership 
could be organized to include the institutions listed in Exhibit 4-1. These institutions include 

The key business and financial sector associations: Asociaci6n Bancaria Costanicence (ABC), 
CAVAFIC, and the Uni6n de Charas 
The key regulatory bodies responsible for financial sector policy-making and supervision, the 
Central Bank, the C W ,  AGEF, and the Institute Nacional de Seguros 
The securities exchange, BNV 
The country's leading research and policy institutions, the Academia de Centroam6rica and the 
Asociacion Nacional de Fomento Econ6mic0, and the economics and finance departments of 
the two leading Costa Rican universities. 

Such a grouping would include the main parties that can contribute to a constructive debate on 
financial sector development Although it would undoubtedly bring together groups with divergent 
views on certain issues, this should not be considered a liability. Rather, if properly managed so as to 
ensure that the range of opinions was always properly reflected in the forum's public communications, 
this should constitute a major asset. The objective is not to preordain the outcome but to sustain, 
elevate, and broaden a serious-minded debate on financial sector development that is, in our view, the 
only way that a stable consensus supporting change can be achieved. 

It is strongly recommended that A.I,D. consider b d i n g  the establishment of the proposed fonun, 
perhaps matching the commitments that could be generated fiom the proposed founding membership. 
This recommendation has been discussed with representatives of the Academia, who have expressed a 
strong interest and a willingness to assume a leadership position in helping A.I.D. further develop the 
concept and orgmize its implementation. A flexible qp roxh  will clmly be required to accommodate 
any institutional restrictions that may affect the participation of interested parties. Public sector 
organizations or ranking officials from such organizations, for e.uample,-bight be granted the status of 
noncontributing members if, as has been susgested, existing government regulations would preclude 
their payment of membership dues or fees. As can usefilly be determined through FSP-sponsored 
investigations, an appropriate legal and financial structure for the proposed Financial Sector 
Development Form undoubtedly exists. The main thing is to ensure that the necessary dialogue is 



Foro Costarricense Para la Promoci6n del Desarrollo del Sistema Flnanciero 

Narrtraleza: asociaci6n privada ttcnica, didktica, proselicista y sin fines de lucro 

Objetivo: realizar actividades de investigation, divulgacion y promotion tendientes a fomentar la 
ampliaci6n y el continuo perfeccionamiento dc 10s mercados y de las instituciones 
financieras de Costa Rica, mediante: 

el desmllo  tlcnico y la transferencia tecnol6gica, 
el fortalecimitnto de las instituciones y de 10s recursos hurnanos del sistema, y 
la continua modemizacion del kgimen de politicas, lcyes y nglamentos del 
sistema, en h c i o n  de 10s requcrimientos del mismo para alcanzar niveles 
adecuados de cobertura, eficiencia, uansparencia y sepidad. 

Miembros Fundadores 

Direcriva: 

Politicas: 

Academia de Centroamirica 
Asociacion Bancaria Costarricense 
Banco Cenual de Costa Rica 
Comision Nacional de Valores 
AGEFISGEF 
CANAFIC 
Bolsa Nacional de Valores 
Institute Nacional de Seguros 
AsociaciQ Nacional de Fomento Economico 
Universidad Autonoma dc Centro Arnirica 
Univcrsidad de Costa Rica 
Union de Crimaras de Costa Rica 

renovada anualmentc con derecho a reeleccion entre profesionales, ejecutivos, ernpresarios 
y acadimicos de nconocido nivel escogidos por 10s propietarios enac temas presentadas 
por cada instirucion afiiada 

promover el debate constructive, divulgando siempre el contenido y la justificacion de las 
diversas opiniones cuando sobre un tema no existe un consenso entn 10s miernbros 

operar como ente promotor y facilitador, manteniendo 1as invcsiones y 10s gastos fijos en 
niveles minimos para asegurar su buen funcionamiento 

donacion de la Asencia Para el Dean0110 lntemacional de fondos proveniences del 
Royecto de Servicios Financieros 

apones de 10s miembros fundadores 



established between the groups that have the c;lpability and power to affect financial sector 
development in Costa Rica, and chat this dialogue continues for as long as necessary to achieve the 
consensus and bring about the changes required to ensure that Costa Rica will enjoy the quality of 
financial services it will need to maintain a competitive and progressive position among Latin American 
countries well into the next century. Such an enduring institutional legac)lcaonbunaurntic, 
participatory, and resultssrientc:&wouId also represent a fitting culmination of more than a decade of 
sustained work by USAID/Costa Rica on financial sector development in this model Central American 
democracy. 

Credit Union Component 

Technical Assistance Needs 

Credit Unions 
Fedecridito's technical assistance approach for credit unions during the rest of the life of the project 
should aim at maximizing the number of credit unions (1) meeting at least minimum standards of 
financial and institutional capability and (2) adhering to prudential regulations issued by AGEF, as well 
as to reasonable norms of prudential self-regulation. The first step is to determine what these standards 
should be and then to estimate how much technical assistance has to be delivered to help credit unions 
achieve these standards. 

In the area of strengthening the credit unions' institutional capability, Fedecridito should be careful 
not to overburden the absorption capabilities of the credit unions. Rather, it should ensure that they 
implement the basic policies, management systems, and self-regulation norms that will allow them to 
maintain or achieve the minimum financial standards within a reasonable period of time. Much of the 
design work related to the strengthening of institutional capability has a&dy been done and the credit 
unions' adoption of these policies and systems should be expedited. Specific strategies will have to be 
determined with each credit union for the achievement of financial standards and implementation of 
self-regulation norms. This assertive approach will put the credit unions in a better position to comply 
with AGEF's regulations as they are issued. 

A technical assistance work plan should be developed with and for each credit union. The work 
plans should ensure that by the end of December 1995, ail of the member credit unions have attained 
the institutional capability standards and that at least 50 percent of them have attained the financial 
standards and are adhering to AGEF regulathn*i and self-regulation norms. 

We recommend hiring a group of local consultants to increase the intensity and pace of technical 
assistance for credit unions. A substantial level of effort will be required to achieve these goals. For 
example, if each credit union requires an average level of effort of 4 persons-months of technical 
assistance and training to reach the established goal, Fedecridito would have to provide about 200 
person-months, or 16 persons during each month. Under this illustration, two persons-a financial 
institutions management professional and a computer system technician-could assist three credit . 
unions, w o r b g  intermittently with each onc oftlncm during a period of 6 months. 

Highest priority should be assigned to those credit unions best able to meet the designated 
standards quickly, as well as to the largest credit unions. The team of local consultants should work 
under the supervision of Fedecridito personnel. The services of computer system technicians will be 
needed to help credit unions implement computer systems for accounting, financial management, and 
management of statistical data. We recommend financing the cost of local consultants with project 
funds. 



Assi,.tancc to credit unions should also include training for c~ment and potential leaders of 
individual organizations. We believe it is healthy for the credit unions to develop more competition for 
leadership positions and to ensure some reasonable rotation in the membership of arJministntive 
councils, oversight committees, and advisory councils. 

WOCCU's assistance should be sought to - Define the self-regulation noxms and minimum standards for financial and institutional 
capability for credit unions 
~ d v i s e  in reviewing the methodology for preparing and implementing technical assistance and 
training work plans for credit unions 
Help enhance or update standard policies and financial and management systems. 

Overall System and Subsidiaries 
Assistance from WOCCU would also be helphl in 

Analyzing the institutional strengthening nee& of Caja Central and assisting accordingly, in 
areas determined by Fedecridito on the basis of the indicated analysis. It is especially important 
to strengthen the Caja's capability to manage fi~nds established to meet the needs of various 
investors. 

Assisting in the preparation of a 3-year strategic plan for all credit unions as a group, and 
reviewing Fedecridito's strategic plan. 

Conceptualizing market smtegies for credit unions and developing i~ova t ive  savings 
mobilization products. 

Performing a final review of the credit urions' needs for a computerized network system and 
conceptualizing the system. WOCCU should also define the basic system configuration and 
software needs and prepare t e r n  of reference for the overall design and implementation of the 
system. Another institutional contractor should carry out the system design and implementation 
according to the implementation stases defincd in the terms of reference (see Appendix A). We 
suggest that the latter contractor cany out his job under a turn-key agreement with Fedecrkdito 
and that WOCCU provide assistance in the supervision of this contractor. 

Designing and implementing a computerized project management system to monitor the 
implementation of technical assistance work plans for the credit unions. 

A diagnosis performed by Fedecrkdito determined that the stabilization find is not cwently viable. 
We recommend reviewing this diagnosis and determining whether it is necessary to perform an in- 
depth feasibility study of the stabilization fund project. If the project is not implemented, Fedecridito 
should recommend to the Mission alternative means of investing or using funding earmarked for the 
stabilization f h d .  

ecial studies throughout the rest of the life of the project. 
Some of the needs for special studies already identified in this report are related to issues such as 

Establishing a permanent capital base for the credit unions ' 

Reducing the influence of net debtors in the composition of the credit unions' administration 
- - 

councils or their possible bias in favor of net debtors. 



?rUDICOOP's collabonrion with AGEF will be needed for studying the short- and medium-term 
implications of some of AGEF's future regulations on credit unions, as well as the possible strategies 
that credit unions should follow to adhere to these regulations. 

Other studies will probably be needed as new legislation affecting the financial sector is enacted 
and the market for saving deposits becomes more competitive. 

Other than AUDICOOP's studies on the implications of new regulations, we recommend that both 
AUDICOOP and Fedecnidito concentrate their efforts on supplying auditing and technical assistance to 
the credit unions. Special studies reqr~iring a level of effort longer than one week should be assigned to 
either WOCCU or local consultants. Studies of a more global nature, or those analyzing the financial 
sector as a whole, could be performed through the Academia 

Funding and 77me Fiiame 

We believe that the $2.7 million in project funding programmed for Fedemidit0 should be sufficient to 
implement the technical support activities recommended in this evaluation. However, an extension of 
the project completion date from June 30, 1995, to December 3 1,1995, will be necessary to allow the 
technical assistance program adequate time to strengthen as many credit unions as possible. 

Our judgment is that the technical assistance's ratio of benefits to cost for the period January 
1-December 3 1,1995, should be much higher than in any previous year of the project. Much of the 
potential benefit of previous project activities will not be realized without the full implementation of the 
activities proposed in this evaiuation. 

Microenterprise Component 
A project extension through December 3 1,1995, for the microenterprise component is recommended. 
Although more time will be needed to meet the goals of this component, Mssion constraints preclude 
recommending more time. 

Phase il Verifiable indicators 

At the end of project completion date as recommended the contractor should have: 

Successfilly developed and tested at least six innovative mechanisms for financial service 
delivery 
Improved management and financial services to four PVOs, of which two should be 
self-sufficient 
Conducted five additional seminars on small and nicrobusiness project research and findings. 

Key Activities 
- Recommendations for this component's Phase I1 activities are as follows for ACORDE, FNCA, 
- 

Avarice, Banco National, Banco Popular, and the Academia. 

- ACORDE 
- 

- ACORDE should limit its technical assistance to a reduced number of PVOs-perhaps three or 
- 
- - four--that have shown willingness to follow ACORDE's technical recommendations and also have 

some possibility of becoming self-sufficient in the next three or four years. A reduced number of PVOs . 

receiving assistance would permit ACORDE to effectively supervise implementation of 
- 
- recommendations. For that purpose ACORDE should increase its current staff with a supervisor who -- 

periodically would visit these organixations to provide guidance on these matters. 



FINCA 

It is recommended that FWCA strengthen its management structure with a h igh-dchg professional. 
This would pennit the executive director to delegate a considerable amount of work in the areas of 
MIS and financial analysis and control. The hired professional will assume direct responsibility on 
certain specific operational activities. Because FINCA is not yet self-sufficient, the financing of such - 

additional staff with project resources for at least the first year is recommended. 
In addition, FINCA should initiate efforts to diversify its portfolio by opening urban village banks, 

allow an increase in income and a reduction in operating costs. 

Avance 

No fiuther assistance should be provided to Avance. 

Banco Nacional de Costa A,oa 
The Academia should continue working with Banco Nacional to design a specialized bmlch for small 
businesses and fanners as a pilot project, applying innovative approaches to providing nt .{ financial 
services to small and microbusinesses. We also recommend studies analyzing 

The characteristics of small and microenterprise customers financed under the bank's personal 
loans and credit card programs; this will det&x the bank participation in the small business 
market through these programs. 
Why customers are willing to pay market interest rates instead of demanding loans through the 
institution-subsidized programs targeting small fanners and businesses. 

Banco Popular 

Assistance to create a second-story lending window for PVOs that provide credits for small and 
microenterprises is recommended. Also, if the financial reforms presented to the Costa Rican Congress 
are approved, this institution would become a private bank subject to reserve requirements and taxes 
and would require assistance in determining its credit and interest rate policies. This task will probably 
require more time than available, but the initial studies and design could be done. 

Academia 

In addition to the activities mentioned above, we strongly recommend that the Academia continue 
policy d i a l o g u ~ t  the political level as well as with Banco Nacional and Banco Popular--on the 
importance of eliminating subsidized interest rates from their small business programs. The academia 
should also increase its efforts to disseminate the results of its project research. 



Appendix A 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 



?his statenent of vork describes the key issues and conce-ns that 
will be addressed in a mid-tam evalva+-ion of the Financial 
Se..rv;.ces Project (So. 535-0247) . The project, implenented by Ohio 
State University (OSU) and PEDECREDITO, will be evaluated by a core 
teaa of three sehiar pror'essionals. The team will assess OSU and 
FSDEC-EDIT0 perforsance to date in achieviag the projectt$ 
objectives and mke remxmendations f o r  the hplernenta t ion  of the 
sesond phase of the project. 

- 

The overall cbjeczive or' this evaluation is t o  provide guidance fo r  
t h e  future direction of the  Financial Se--ices Project. 

The specific objectives are: 

a. exambe the q a l i t y  and relevance of the activities carried out 
a d  the progress obtabed to date towards aczsmplishing eqected 
project outguts and goals. 

b. a e  recamendations f o r  overcoxahg constraints t o  acfiievhg 
0ul;guts. 

c. mks recommendations on future reseazch and field sup go^ 
activities with emphasis on the f i n a n c i a l  innovations a d  - 
microenteqrise FroGrlIRs. 

Ln 1991 USAID sianed a crant acrreernent with t h e  Gave,lmeat of Costa 
4- - . i i c a  (GOCX) to h?lenent  a ~hancial Serfices -Jroject (No. 515- 

9247)  intended to assist the GSC2 in tk modernization and . - -  

- bproven???~ of the financial  system. It vas evident a t  that t h e  
t h a t  the Casts &can finamizl systPmwas in need of reforms i n  
order for it to respond posieiveig to the n e d s  of the 
qlobal f  zztion of the economy. The project addresses thrae specific 
- reas cf Inte-vezt ion:  

-,) gclicy analysis an& dissesiination; 



c) f inancial  inttovatfons that would provide acrsss to  crerl;t to 
micro a& sinall errtrqraneurs and financial progzams .for 
mic=oencs,~rlses. 

- 
Ohio State U&rerait;r (OSO) was contracted ta develop and hpleztent 
areas a) and c) ia close collaboration with the =%'s Centzal 
aank, the L e g i s l a t i v e  A~sPmhly, the U s t r y  of F i m c e ,  the 
Ganaral Auditing Ofiice of Financial I n s t i ~ d t i o n s  (AGZF) and other 
intssested partLes. OSU, h turn, sub-contracted with Acadda de  
Czntroas&ica, a Ccsta Rican NGOI to psovfde t e c h i c a l  assistance 
for analysis ,  t ra in ing  and dissemination. 

In t he  krea 02 p ~ d e n t i a l  supervision, a caoperative agreeaent was 
signed with  the Federacida Nacional de Coogerativas de Ahorzo y 
CrGdito y de Sezvicios Miiltiples de Costa Rica ( ? X E W D I T O )  to 
strengthen the supe,rvisioa aod rsgulation of e e r  c3operatives. 
r"EDECZFDIT0 sub-contracted w i t h  the World Council  of Cradit Unions 
(WOCCU) to provide technical assistance in the design and 
iiugleaentation of iastruarezta f o r  supervision and ragulation of 
member cscgeratives. 

The projecrs' PACD ia June 3 0 ,  9 although the Hission e-ets 
t o  e.xtend the project throuqn t h e  ~rrrst qudftsr of 1996. This zdd- 
t e n  evaluaticn w i l l  allow a review of  what has bees so far 
accomgLished agaimt initial plans proposed in the project p a p r  
and to guide the dkectioa oi the next phase of the project,  taking - - 

i n t o  account present ceeds and % b e  c i n s t r a i n t s .  
- 

The evaluation will fccus on the three broad azeas descraed akove 
and shculd address the following Fssces and g e s t i a n s :  

1. BppLied Research 

Exmiae the overall quality and quafitity of work produced by CSU; 
its relevance and &?act on the bplmentation of the project's 
objectives; and the dissedaat ion  efforts so far made. 

=as t h e  malys i s  focttsed sufficiently on ideat i e i ca t ion  a d  
elaboratioa of sgecif ic  policy intemeations to ingrove secsor 
~ e r 2 o r n a m e ,  rathez than on Assues o f  acadedc ar _nerigheral 
cmczrn from a ~ o l i c y  persgective? 

What evidence ex i s t s  that  t h e  analysis is heFng effectively 
df s s d . z a t o d  to decision makars in  goverruent , the legislature and 

sector? 

chanses 
has the 

have been slade sicce 
pro jec t  cgntributed 

project initiation 
t o  these ckan~es? 



E x d n e  and judse the quality, quantity, timeliness 
the technical assistance and traiains  done so f a r  

a d  resulfs of 
by WCCU under 

the FEDECREDITO coopexative agreasae?it as well a3 the effort3 of 
EDEC.XEDIT0 to advaace the projecr's objectives.\ 

Bas an adequate legal structure beea put in place for supervision 
of t h e  savings and loan cooperatives? 

What actions are  being taken by the project to improve the 
cooperatives' financial management and reprting systems? 

Kha: financial se-nices innovations bee3 designed to inprove access 
of  micro ente-~reneurs t o  financizl s e n i c e s ?  

3. Constraints to Ac5ieving Project Outguts. 

Examine and discuss t h e  majcr  constraints t o  obtaining the 
project 's  objectives. 

Based on hterviews t o  staft of the  organizatioas involved in the 
project, indicate t b e i r  level of sat is fact ion with the results so 
far  obtained. Have OSU and WOCCU been able to respond effectively 
tu host country organizations' needs? 

What has beea the  *act of USAID management of the groject? Eow 
is it perceived by the grantees? 

4 .  Rec~mmendations for Activities for the second phase of the 
project . 
k'hat, i f  any, substantive changes should be made in t h e  t h m  
c e a s  or' focus? Wha 'l specific changes i n  the substantive direction 
of tke project should be taken? 

What are t h e  pr io r i t j j  issues that USAID should pursue i n  the  field 
o f  f inancial  se-vices in  the future? 

W i z t  are the potential benefits and problem associated w i t h  the. 
hglenentztion of thesa rac3m.nendations? 

The evaluation w i l l  be conducted by a tn~m.consistinc of thfes 
senior: indiviacals: one f i n a x i a l  systern sgecialist, one 
nicraente,rrrfse specialist and a czP_dit  eon specialist. The 
fhmcia!. systen sgecialist shocld have broad howledge of moneta3 
policy f o a u l a t f  cn aad anple experience in evaluatf ng f i n a n c h i  
seczor refoe-. The microenteqrise sgecialist should have p r i o r  
1 In in cf 



finazcial organizations supgorcnq, the  growth of 
miczoent-l-r~)rrse sector. The cradit uuons agecialist should 
am013 emerianct h evaluatincr ~rocrrams which SUDEO= 

the 
have 
tho 

s&ezgche&ng of s u p s i s i o n ,  and'& ofganizat i ona l  and- &ancial 
development of coogerative credit anioos. The financial 3yatm 
speEialisc shauld act as chief of party of the team. 

The evaluation team will convece in San Jose, Costa  Rica where it 
will review project docnmclncs, including the project agreeant with 
the Goverruaent, the cooperative agreements, amendments, worklJlans, 
re-prcs and other outguts. Prior EO US activity,  the team wil 
meet with USXID/Costa Rica afficezs to discuss work schedule and 
methobolog. 

The team will intaxview the princigal researcher of OS'J and 
A c a d d a  staff involved iq project hgtlaxencati.on, FEDECEIEDITO and 
menber coogerative staff as well as govemnent and otber public 
and private institutions related with project implenentation. 

Within 20 days t f t e r  the sc- of evaluation activities, but not 
later than 30 days after the sicmincr of the contract. the 
evaluaticn t e a  will finalize tbe -&& report and submit five 
cogies oL the draft report to the OPS office o f  USAZD/Costa Z c a .  
At this t h e  the t a m  leader will hold a briefing for relevant 
USXD Costa ,*ca staf f  in San Jose. 

It is eqected that USAID Costa a c a  will suSmit ccments to the 
drazt re_ccrc withia 15 days after receipt o i t h e  report. 

The chisf of uev w i l l  f inalize the repos, ir.clading comments 
received by t.6e O'XD Cosca Rica project staff aad submit five 
cqies  to USXD/Cosca Rka 15 days afttz receipt of comments fzom 
USXD/Costa Rica. The r'inal evaluation w i l l  be sa5mitted to 
USXD/Coata iZica rot l a t e r  than  60 days after  the signing of the 
contrzct  . 

The e v a l ~ a t i o 2  t e r n  nezbers w i l l  be rasprisible fo r  making their 
c m  tzavel and lcdsing krrangweats t:, San Jase, Cos= ,%ca. The 
tsm me&ess will be res~onsible for providing transprtatlon and 
their GWX ward precessing, c ~ _ ~ y i n g  and seczetarial. faci l i t ies ,  as 

Tke C.?S/USA19 projecc or'zicer will za!ke a l l  ~eztinea': dccunents 
available anc will as3lsc I n  arracging meetinqs *At5  project 
related indivf duals sad ozganizatiocs . 



The followiag'is an estimaste o f  the number of 
be requirtxi to  camplete the evaluation. This 
to adjustments upon preparation of a detialed 

work-days that  w i l l  
estimate is subject 
work program. 

Financial E q e d C h i e f  of Pzrty. . . . . . . . . .  40 days ...... Savings and Laan Cooperati ve, Expert 25 days 
Kicroente-wse A n a l y s t . . . . . . . . . . .  ....... 20 days 

The evaluation 
oL the expezks 
Party. 

w i l l  requiere a 10 day trip to Costa Rica for each 
a d  an addirional one-week trip by the Chief a t  



Appendix B 

USAID LWSSION 
Stephen Wigert, Mission Director 
R i c k d  Whelden, Director, Projects Group 
Mary Helen Vialas, Project Officer 
Rolando Quiroz, Project Officer 
Miguel Loria, Mission Economist 
Luis Solera, ChieE Private Sector Office 

CENTRAL BANK 
Olivier Castro, Vice President 

AGEF 
Rafael Diaz, Chief Auditor General 
Guillermo Bolaiios, Credit Uhion Auditing Unit 

FEDECREDITO 
Mario Vargas, Chief Executive Officer 
Walter Mom, Manager, Caja Central 
Josl Luis Blanco, Planning, Marketing, and Project Manager 
Miguel Fiatt, Director, Technical Services 
Patricia Bravo, Planning Manager 
Laura Varela, Manager, AUDICOOP 
Loretta AyaIa, Auditing Supervisor 
Mario Mora, Auditor 
Alfiedo Barrantes, Technical Senices Coordinator 

CREDIT b7NIONS 
Josl E. Alvarado, General Manager, Cooperativa Nacional de Educadores, RL. (COOPENAE) 
Gerardo Bonilla, General Manager, Servicios Cooperativos R. Ltda. (SERXCOOP) 
Ma-ynor Sandoval, General *Manager, Cooperativa Nacional de Ahorro y Crldito de 10s Empleados del 

Sector Salud, RL. (COOPEMEX) 

PROJECT PARTICIPANT PVOs 
Jorse Cespedrs, Presidenr, Board of Directors, AV.tUCE 
Daniio Cola, Execurive Director, AVAVCE 
Bernando Alfaro, General Manager, ACORDE 
Maria MMartha Padilla, Executive Director, FIXCA 
Iris ViIlalobos, Assistant Executive Director, FNC.4 

NSTITLTION.AL COhTL4CTORS 
Claudio Godez-Vega. FSDP Principal Advise:, Ohio State University 



Ronulfo limenez. FSDP Project Director 1994, Academia de Cznuoamkics 
Theimo V a r y .  FSDP Project Director 199 1- 1993, Academia dc Cmtroarndrics 
Rocael Garcia. Regional Director, WOCCU 

CONFEDERACION DE COOPERATIVAS DE A L E W i  FEDERX (DGRV) 
Heimut Pabst 
Werner S c h c l  

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL BAW 
Oscar Rodriguez, Banco BANEX 
Luis Liberman, General Manager, INTERFIN; President, Banking Association 

. PRESENT OR FORMER  EMBERS OF G O V E ~  AW O'IHER ORGANIZATIONS 
Eduardo Lizano, former president, Central Bank 
Jorgc Guardia, f o r m  president, Central Bank 
Rodolfo hlkndez, Minority Leader, National Congress of Costa Rica 
Luis Villalobos, former president Congressional Committee on Financial Sector Reform 
Francisco blalavasi, Director, Asociacion Nacional para el Desarroilo Economico (Am) 

OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
Miguel Campos, Economist, Banco Nacional de Costa Rics 
Mac Alfaro, General Manager, Banco Popular 
hdres Marchant, Deputy Representative, Inter-American Development Bank. 
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AMENDED LOGFRAME: FINANCIAL SERVICES, 
APRIL 1991 



Amended Logframe 
Flnanclal Services. 199 1 

NARRATIVE VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF MEASUREMENT ASSUMPTIONS 

Improve flnanclal 
ennediallon In Costa Rlca, 
Increase the moblllzallon of 

domestlc resources, lmprove 
ihelr allocallon to productlve 
actlvltles and expand lhe 
access to flnanclal se~lces 
to a wlder segment of Ihe 
populu tlon. 

1. Growlh of deposlls held by 
cooperallve credlt Unlons. 

2. Flnanclal health of Coop. 
Credit Unlons. 

3. Expanslon In coop, credit 
unlon and olher IF1 
sedces. 

4. Reducllon In transaction and 
admlnlstratlve cost for 

1. FEDECREDITO and BCCR 1. Macroeconornlc condlllons 
reports. permlt growth of fhanclal 

sector. 
2. FEDECREOITO self- 2. Entrepreneurs and communlly 

monitorlng unlt reports and leaders able to take advanta~e 
AGEF records. of opportunltles. 

3. FEDECREDITO reports and 
project evaluatlons. 

4. FEDECREDITO reports and 
project evaluatio~~s. 

'URPOSE EOPS 
contrlbute to the flnandal 1. Establishment of a pollcy 1. Reports to Oversight 1. Leglslallon establkhhg AGEF 

llberalizallon of recent years, environment favortng the Commlt tee and project as  regulatory body Is passed. 
promote Ihe development of economically & technically evaluations. 
efflclenl flnanclal market syslerns, sound expansion of flnanclal 
n parflcular, cooperaflve credit 
~nlons. Improve the safety and 
soundness of credlt unlons as 
flnanclal Interrnedlarles, public 
conlldence In the credlt unlon 
movement, strengthen ihe 

ulatory lnfrasfructure 
- ~ a r y  to protect credll 
on members' savlngs, ar~d 

services. 
2. Existence of a regulatory 

and supervisory system for 
cooperallve credlt unlons 
In Fedecredlto and the 
BCCR's AGEF. 

3. lnnovatlve mechanlsrns for 
flnanclal servlce delivery 
developed and tested. 

2. Project evaluations. 2. Technlcat assistance and 
tralnlng are sufflclent to Improve 
management. 

3. Project evaluations. 3. GOCR leadership conthues 
to suppod reform of publlc 
and private flnancld htltullons. 
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NARI2ATIVE VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF MEASUREMENT ASSUMPTIONS 

Improvement In the 7. AGEF reports and decrease 7. Project evaluations. 
management of flnanclal In cost of financial Inter- 
cooperalives. medlatlon. 
lmplementallon of lnnovallve 8. Slx techniques proven effective. 8. Project evaluations. 
approaches to lmprovlng 
services to srolect client& 
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